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Wraysbury Voluntary Care
Caring for our community

WRAYSBURY & HORTON
VOLUNTARY CARE

Tel: 01784 482515
For residents of Wraysbury & Horton
If you need help – call us

Our Group has been in existence since the early 1980’s. It was set up to provide assistance
to families and people on their own who needed help. Referrals were initially from social
services and the local medical teams, but also from concerned friends and neighbours and
of course from the associated team of people who then delivered meals-on-wheels (in
those days we were providing up to 25 a day!). For a while we were funded in part by
RBWM who had a whole department dedicated to that side of care. As with so many
things, Government cuts reduced the number of officials and then finally all the funds dried
up, so we continued frugally, asking for funding from other Village organisations.
The work continued – transport to hospital and other appointments; shopping; help and
advice for families who were really struggling and often had ‘slipped through the net’ of
social services. It was all very low key and even though listed in the Wraysbury News pages
many people didn’t really know what we did or who we are. I have an email dated
November 2013, from Simon Carter (Pharmacist) worried about the effect of a bad winter
on some of our older residents and wondering if ‘we’ could set up ‘just for the winter’ a
group of volunteers to help out. And so a major re-launch of Voluntary Care was heralded
by Simon who created banners, a Facebook page, hand-outs and a much more public
dedicated Helpline. He has continued to spear-head most of the fund-raising activities
since then; you will probably have seen him in various fancy dress garbs at the Wraysbury
Fair or McMillan Garden Party drumming up support. He has also often provided the where
-with-all from his own pocket.
Wraysbury & Horton Voluntary Care is formed of a team of people, many of whom are also
key members of other organisations (hence why we consider ourselves an umbrella group
for the Villages). Some of the major activities we provide are listed below:

•
•
•

Coffee Morning in the High Street (Baptist) Church on Wednesday mornings.

•
•
•

The lemonade stall at Wraysbury Fair

Lunch Club at Wraysbury Village Hall every Thursday

Meals on Wheels every week-day
And less regular occasions:
The mulled wine and mince pie stall at the Christmas Fayre on the High Street
The ploughman’s lunch at last year’s McMillan Garden Party
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Fast forward to today’s Covid-19 crisis and the almost surreal situation we find
ourselves in. Now we have a team of co-ordinators, around 50 volunteers, and hey
presto, RBWM have provided a bit of money to help us. We have also received
donations of money and food from many local residents. Our volunteers include key
members of the newly founded Wraysbury Matters Group who bring new and fresh
ideas to the team, as well as most of our original volunteers, who quietly soldier on
without credit.
We have had to make some changes: the first is our name. We now include Horton.
In fact of course, Horton was always a major part of the Group, not only because our
remit included Horton Village, but also because of the many key volunteers who are
residents of Horton. We have also slightly changed our logo appearance, although
the more astute will note that this is still undergoing some transition. And Simon has
announced that he intends to take a back seat in the Group because – unsurprisingly
– he has a huge amount of other commitments.
By the time this goes to press, we will have taken many hundreds of calls through our
Helpline (01784 482515), produced in excess of 50 meals a week for meals-onwheels, delivered hundreds of shopping bags, made hundreds of telephone calls to
isolated residents, delivered many hundreds of prescriptions and provided help and
advice from experienced advisors and experts.

I am hopeful that once life returns to what-ever normal will be, we will still have the
support of many of the volunteers so that we can resume our weekly lunch club and
coffee morning, keep meals on wheels going, drive people to their inaccessible
appointments, and provide help with hardship and other problems.
In the meantime, a big thank you to all the volunteers and those in the Villages who
have made donations.

Janet Crame

Wraysbury Voluntary Care
Caring for our community
If you would like to help our community;
Please either:
Go to our Facebook Group page
(Search for Wraysbury Voluntary Care)
Call us on 01784 482515

Contact us via BS Bennett or The Pharmacy

Thanks for caring
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Welcome to the June 2020 and 112th issue of the Wraysbury News magazine. Despite
these strange times we were keen to get this edition published for all the residents of
Horton & Wraysbury.
As always our thanks go to all our advertisers and contributors without whom there
would be no magazine and the volunteers for delivering it to every house in the villages.
We of course must mention Maggie Gardiner, who for many years published this
magazine practically single-handedly and sadly left our lives in February. We now realise
how much work and determination she put into each and every issue. We hope you
enjoy the lovely “in memoriam” article about her on pages 6 & 7.
And thanks also to Glyn Larcombe for providing a bright and cheery front cover for this
edition, showing the two villages of Horton & Wraysbury coming together (as they
always do in times of trouble). The bracelets symbolise the chains of coronavirus from
which we wish to break free.
We’ve introduced a new feature in this edition, “Community Spotlight”, in which we take
a look at the life of Audrey Elliott who recently celebrated her 90th birthday. Also
included is a quiz and some puzzles to keep you busy and scratching your heads. Let’s
hope that by the December edition we will be back to some semblance of normality.
Keep safe one and all,

Dawn & Sue

All articles, offers of help, comments and enquiries to:
email: wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com
We are happy to receive material in all formats but if you could email it, either as an
attachment or in the body of the email, it saves us having to re-type it.
All articles in the Wraysbury News are the views of the contributors and do not reflect
the view(s) of the “Editorial Team” and where the team deem it necessary articles will
only be published following redaction.
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ADVERTISING RATES FOR THE WRAYSBURY NEWS
The next edition of the Wraysbury News is scheduled for December 2020. We distribute
around 2500 free copies to every house in Wraysbury & Horton, along with the local shops,
pubs, clubs and community buildings.
The current advertising rates for new adverts which will be in colour are shown below:

Advert Size

Cost

Full Page

£90.00

Half Page

£45.00

Advertisers – please submit your adverts or any changes before
the copy deadline of Wednesday 30th September 2020

Please email wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com with any submissions or changes.
Online PDF copies of the magazine are available on the
Wraysbury News Facebook page
&
Wraysbury.com

THE DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES, DIRECTORY OR ADVERT CHANGES
FOR THE DECEMBER 2020 ISSUE IS
WEDNESDAY 30th SEPTEMBER
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In Memory of Maggie Gardiner
Maggie was born Margaret Stevens at Bearstead
Memorial Hospital near Hampton Court. She grew up
together with her brother Robert in Hampton. The
family played an active part in the life of All Saints
Parish Church Hampton: here’s an extract from an
email Margaret sent to the organist of St Andrew’s
Church Wraysbury about five years ago:

“I was in All Saint's Hampton's choir for ten years together with my father and
brother. I left the choir there in 1968 ... At Hampton I wrote the wedding certificates
and did the quarterly returns. I acted as verger at weddings and put the kneelers out.
In those days I knew Simon Douglas Lane who was later to become Vicar of Horton
and Wraysbury. Simon was friendly then with Carolyn who was a server and choir girl.
Both Carolyn and myself went to Thames Valley Grammar School."

So even while at school Margaret had already started doing those many admin jobs
that keep churches like ours going - she has been our Parish Secretary for some years
now. Maggie studied Organic Chemistry at Kingston which led to her job with BP.

Maggie met Keith Gardiner at work: they both had jobs
in BP’s laboratory at Sunbury. They were married at All
Saints Church in Hampton on 1st December 1973.
Work took them abroad, to Holland, then to Abu Dhabi,
then Holland again. After her second tour of Holland
Margaret gave up paid work – just as well for us as she
was then able to devote endless time and energy to
administering the whole community, not to mention
our churches!
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Maggie and Keith lived in Egham, then Staines, and finally settled in Wraysbury in 1984
where Margaret has lived among us on The Avenue ever since. They kept a boat on the
river. Keith took early retirement in 1999. Sadly he died not long after on 2 Feb 2000
while out on the golf course. Keith was a very active person, full of energy, living life to
the full, smoking, drinking, playing golf and squash.

Maggie also was very sporty and played tennis, hockey and golf. She had a great interest
in music: as well as St Andrew’s choir Maggie played the piano and clarinet. Many local
residents will know her best from the Jazz Club – Maggie was their secretary for many
years and organized their concerts and ticket sales. She was also heavily involved in the
History Group, and of course she took on the Herculean task of running Wraysbury
News pretty much single handed for many years! She took a very active part in the life of
our two local Churches, St Michael’s Horton and St Andrew’s Wraysbury. As well as
attending regularly, belonging to a home group and being Parish Secretary, she
organized our weddings, baptisms and funerals, sorted out the fees and the parish mag
and all those never ending admin jobs. Fortunately she was a born emailer!

Maggie went abroad a lot, initially with Keith
but also later on her own. She had timeshares in
Portugal. She visited many exotic and wonderful
locations, such as the Galapagos, Madagascar,
Peru, the Great Wall of China… She loved to see
the many beautiful places in our world. She was
extremely kind to friends whom she put up
during the floods of 2014.

So well done Maggie, you’ve done a magnificent job in supporting and building up our
community. Thank you for all you have done for us.
We miss you and hope to meet again.

Maggie died on 12 November 2019 after a brave struggle with cancer. Her funeral took
place at St Andrew’s Church on 3 December.
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Wraysbury Parish Council
Wraysbury Parish Council, as of April 2020, is comprised as follows:
Margaret Lenton
Peter Lord
Mike Williams
“
“
Diana Hughes
Andy Moran
Ewan Larcombe
Lora Andrew
John Lenton
Clerk to the Council

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Lead Member – Community Resilience
Lead Member – Greens
Lead Member – Planning
Lead Member – Properties
Lead Member – Watercourses
RBWM Councillor Datchet, Horton & Wraysbury
Graham Sinclair
Sue Nicholls
Len Carlton
Jane Clemance
Tel: 01784 482613

Acklam, Hill View Road, Wraysbury, TW19 5EQ
Email: info@wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk
WPC Website:

www.wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk

WPC Facebook Page:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
wraysburyparishcouncil

Location of the Wraysbury Parish Council Noticeboards

1) Coppermill Road:

Next to the village sign opposite Mill Place.

2) Village Car Park:

6) Wraysbury Primary School:

On side wall of the Frost Partnership estate
agency.
On front wall of Hythe End Stores in
Staines Road.
On the side wall of Giggs Stores in
Wraysbury Road.
To the left of the main entrance from The
Green.
By the school entrance.

7) Welley Road:

Opposite The Avenue / Park Avenue

3) Hythe End:
4) Gloucester Drive:
5) Village Hall:
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The following list gives a more complete idea of the scope of work carried out by the members of
the full Wraysbury Parish Council, beyond that of the primary/lead roles. Parish Councillors
perform these roles voluntarily and are not paid for their time & effort.

Wraysbury Parish Council Internal Roles
Chairman
Margaret Lenton
Vice-Chairman
Peter Lord
Community Resilience (including Infrastructure & Communications )
Lead Member
Mike Williams
Deputy
Andy Moran
Greens
Lead Member
Mike Williams
Deputy
Sue Nicholls
Planning
Lead Member
Diana Hughes
Deputy
Peter Lord
Properties
Lead Member
Andy Moran
Deputy
Lora Andrew
Watercourses
Lead Member
Ewan Larcombe
Deputy
Graham Sinclair
Premises Working Group
Margaret Lenton, Andy Moran & Mike Williams
Finance Working Group
Diana Hughes, Margaret Lenton, Andy Moran,
Graham Sinclair, Mike Williams & Peter Lord

Wraysbury Parish Council External Representation Roles
DALC (District Association of Local Councils)
Diana Hughes, Peter Lord
DHW NAG (Datchet, Horton & Wraysbury Neighbourhood Action Group)
(With RBWM & TVP)

Margaret Lenton, Graham Sinclair, John Lenton, Peter Lord

HWNP

Margaret Lenton

(Horton & Wraysbury Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group)

LAANC

John Lenton

(Local Authorities Aircraft Noise Council, London Heathrow Airport)

RBWM Flood Liaison Group
RBWM Aviation Forum
Parish Paths & Byways
Wraysbury Parochial Charities
Wraysbury Village FC
Wraysbury Village Hall
Wraysbury Village Playground
Wraysbury Village Trust
Wraysbury Voluntary Care

Andy Moran, Mike Williams
John Lenton
Sue Nicholls
Sue Nicholls, Graham Sinclair (Trustees)
Andy Moran
Andy Moran
Lora Andrew
Andy Moran, Mike Williams
Mike Williams

N.B. Information correct at time of going to print
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Message from Margaret Lenton
Chairman of the Wraysbury Parish Council
At the time of writing, we are facing extraordinary times with the Coronavirus numbers
rising and the Government imposing extraordinary restrictions on our lives. My wish is
that we all come through and resume our pre-virus existences as soon as practicable.
The Parish Council is proposing to buy the Baptist Church and has made a conditional
offer to the Baptist Church centrally. The Church has also been declared an Asset of
Community Value which means we have a six month breathing space to organise the
purchase. We have the money for the deposit, and we intend to seek to borrow the
rest. To do this we need to demonstrate that we have the support of residents of the
village, because currently this will not impact upon the precept, but who knows what
interest rates might be over the period of the loan?
The plan is to use the premises for the benefit of the village; an example of which
currently is the very well-attended coffee mornings held on Wednesdays. We do,
however, need a Parish Office and a permanent base for the Archive.
The Baptist Church will, if all goes well, be set up as a Charity which requires an
application to the Charity Commission with Trustees including representatives of the
users of the Church. The Parish Council would also need to employ someone as a
caretaker and to take bookings.
We will keep you all updated on progress. Work will be required on the Church to
make the building compliant with legislation and to carry out necessary adjustments
and repairs. In addition, the Parish Council has commissioned the rebuilding of the
garage used to house the Community Bus. Thought has been given to refurbishing the
children’s playground and we are ordering a zip wire and a ‘witches hat’ as part of an
ongoing programme. We are grateful to Cllr. Diana Hughes for making a contribution.
We have been hosting a Junior Parish Council meeting in the Village Hall. We have been
so impressed with the young people who attended and with their ideas, some of which
we are actioning, including installing a bike rack in the children’s playground. In the
future, when life gets back to normal, Les Bradfield will come with his kitchen. Les was
a guest at our second meeting and the young people shared their concerns with him.
As well as discussing village issues, the National Trust has asked to meet the group to
consult them about their National Trust plans. We are grateful to Churchmead and
Wraysbury Primary School’s PTFA who supported this initiative.
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A great deal of work has been done to organise for the Commemoration of the 75 th
anniversary of VE (Victory in Europe) Day on 8th May. In this context I would like to
mention the late Graham Morley, who was the editor of the History of Wraysbury and
who has collected memoirs from residents to be kept for the future, he had done work
to contribute to the exhibition. He will be sorely missed. We are not cancelling but
delaying until the autumn to hold our tea and Dance in the evening. We have a
possible date in November, but we will wait to see what the National organiser is going
to do before confirming.
We had a successful Christmas Tree Festival last year and have plans to repeat the
event with the lighting of the Tree outside Frosts on Friday 27 th November and the
Festival on 27th and 28th November 2020. The Candlelight Carols event is planned for
9th December. In the difficult times ahead, this is something for residents to look
forward to.
Let us hope that life gets back to normal eventually, but I am proud of the way the
village and its organisations are ‘pulling together’ and people are volunteering to help
their neighbours. This is what makes me so proud and privileged to be Chairman of
the Parish Council.

Margaret Lenton

River Thames Scheme – update from Ewan Larcombe
On 30th March 2020 the RBWM issued the following update
Background: The River Thames Scheme, which is currently estimated to cost £475
million, would see the introduction of three new flood channels in three areas from
Datchet to Teddington. £250 million of funding has been secured but there is a shortfall.
The Royal Borough committed £10 million to the scheme, but has always made clear
additional funding for the Berkshire section, estimated around £43 million, would need
to be sought.
A spokeswoman from the Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead said:
“We and the River Thames Scheme are committed to seeing the fruition of the whole of
the scheme and we are pleased that the outline business case (OBC) will continue to
feature the Berkshire section of the scheme. Currently, funding for the Berkshire scheme
has not been resolved but we will continue to work with the River Thames Scheme to
identify funding for this part of the scheme in the future.”
Councillor Ewan Larcombe, member of the National Flood Prevention Party and one of
three Borough Councillors representing Datchet, Horton & Wraysbury has written to
Councillor Johnson, Leader of the Council for more information on the River Thames
Scheme Partnership funding shortfall.
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Horton Parish Council Report
The following report was written before the Covid 19 situation changed the world as we
know it, but hopefully the world is returning to normal by the time you read this!
Amongst other challenges we have had to run the Parish Council from our homes, and
have been unable to hold face-to-face to meetings. Wraysbury and Horton Voluntary
Care have been coordinating volunteers to shop for residents who have been unable to
leave their home, who need prescriptions delivering, or who have other needs. It is times
like these when we realise just how special our villages are! The Parish Clerk can be
contacted via email Clerk@HortonParishCouncil.gov.uk or by phone 07957 588277

Our local Parish Council is made up of up to 9 councillors, a Parish Clerk and Responsible
Finance Officer (RFO). The Clerk and the RFO are the only paid members of staff. Parish
Councillors are volunteers and get neither remuneration or expenses.
Parish Councils are not funded by central or local government. A charge is made against
all households in the Parish & collected through council tax. The level is set by the Parish
Council and reflects the funding we anticipate we will need for the coming year.
Last year we joined with Wraysbury Parish Council in supporting a poster competition in
the two villages: children were asked to design posters to remind people to pick up their
dogs’ mess: we also provided an extra waste bin and two extra dog poo bag dispensers
in the village, and hope these make a positive difference. Thank you to the volunteers
who keep the bags topped up, and also to those who participate in the Village Clean Up
Day and those who help in other ways.
We are part of a local Parishes’ team who have joined up to object to the Heathrow
proposals but also to negotiate mitigation solutions if the works go ahead. We have
objected on the grounds of pollution, aircraft noise, road traffic, demand for housing for
the workers and the subsequent staff, pressure on local amenities and others and are
compiling a list of suggested improvements that Heathrow should provide.

Traffic light issues at Sunnymeads Bridge have been an on-going problem. The problem
is often discussed on Facebook but we ask that people also let the RBWM know about
this (01628 683200) and any other issues they become aware of. Please feel free to
copy the Parish Clerk as well so the Parish Council is aware.
Courtney buses have changed their timetable and unfortunately this means Horton is no
longer on the route. However Wraysbury and Horton Voluntary Care (01784 482515)
will always try to provide lifts etc for Horton as well as Wraysbury residents.
The Parish Councillors have been asking RBWM to add Horton to the Borough’s CCTV
system. Unfortunately this has not yet happened but the Parish Council has funded a
limited system enabling records to be kept of traffic on Stanwell Road. Vandalism has
reduced the benefit but this should soon be repaired.
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In November the village hosted the Remembrance Parade and Service. Many children and
young people from the uniformed groups led the parade, and the 2 minutes silence was
held in sunshine. The Parish Council provided hot drinks after in Champney Hall.
Clerks from Horton & Wraysbury Parish Councils were out in the cold in the late autumn
and early spring putting speed limit stickers on wheelie bins on the through roads in the
two villages. We hope these will remind people to drive at the speed limit!
In December we held our Christmas tree and Carols event on the Memorial Green. Despite
the rain it was well attended. Mince pies were provided by the Parish Council and
residents. Unfortunately electrical issues meant the Christmas tree was in darkness over
most of Christmas. This has now been resolved so should be lit for next year.
In the spring of 2020 Horton Parish Council joined with St Michael’s Church and other
partners in setting up a monthly Community Coffee Morning. Held on the last Tuesday of
the month hot drinks will be available in the church from 10am, and at least one
representative from RBWM, Thames Valley Police, Ward and Parish Councillors, St
Michael’s Church and Community Wardens should be at each session to answer any
questions or signpost to the right person or department to contact.
Neighbourhood Planning was introduced in the Localism Act 2011, a powerful tool that
gives communities statutory powers to shape how their communities develop: The Horton
and Wraysbury Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group have worked for many years to create
a plan that sets out policies for the two villages which will be used to decide on planning
applications. This tool, designed to ensure the community gets the right types of
development, in the right place, was voted on by residents of both villages in January and
we were delighted when it was approved by over 80% of the voters.
The Parish Council funded replacement Victorian style street lamps in the Memorial Green
area, in keeping with the properties. They also arranged for purple crocuses (donated by
the Rotary Club as part of their “Purple4Polio” campaign) to be planted.
The last months have kept the Horton Parish Council busy: flytipping, speeding, pavement
parking, vandalism and abandoned cars are unnecessary problems which take time and
effort to resolve: we care about our village and these reduce our enjoyment of living here
– we are doing all we can to reduce or prevent these.
Horton Parish Council meetings are held on 3rd Tuesday of the month at 7:30 in Champney
Hall. Members of the public are welcome. At the time of writing there is a vacancy on
Horton Parish Council. If you are interested we can give you more details.
A message from the Chair: As Chair, I would like to thank the Parish Councillors - it is
recognised that this is a voluntary commitment and all give up a significant amount of
time to attend meetings and ensure their other responsibilities are given full attention.
Their involvement is very much appreciated.

Freda Bovingdon, Chair, Horton Parish Council
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Horton Community Coffee Morning
The last Tuesday of each month at
St Michael’s Church from 10:00

Everyone welcome
A variety of representatives from the
following will be available to help or
signpost you to help.

Before all "this" started Horton Parish Council and St Michael's Church Horton had
started Horton Community Coffee Morning - and as soon as the churches are allowed
to open this will restart. Everyone is invited to St Michael's for the Community Coffee
Morning on the last Tuesday of the month from 10 to 11am. As well as
representatives from the Church and the Parish Council there will be visits from our
Ward Councillors, Thames Valley Police, the RBWM Community Wardens and other
community groups. Why not pop in for a (free) cuppa and a chat, and we can help or
signpost you to help for any issues in the village. The dates will be on Wraysbury.com
calendar page, and reminders will be posted on the village groups on Facebook.
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A message from David Cannon
RBWM Councillor for Datchet, Horton
& Wraysbury ward
Firstly, can I say how proud I am of our community’s
response during the COVID-19 Crisis; the community, the
volunteers and the businesses pulling together, to get
through these unprecedented times.

Whilst some Councillors in other Wards have had to put structures in place themselves,
Wraysbury and Horton have come together as a community themselves, leaving me very
little to do but concentrate on the RBWM issues and offer advice and support to the
community groups and businesses from the side-lines.
This article is written after our first week of social distancing and so my Ward Councillor
role has mainly been in a remote capacity. Like many of you, I have been working from
home on my day job as well.
I must thank the businesses who have kept going through these troubled times, adapting
to the new circumstances; pubs and restaurants moving to takeaway services, virtual pub
and community events, a very professional service from our pharmacy and other shops,
as well as those sensibly shutting to protect the community.
The one thing we can do to thank them, is continue to support those still open and repay
all of our local shops’ sacrifices, by supporting them, even more than before, once this
matter is over.

During these difficult times, Borough Councillors are working with officers to maintain the
essential services and deal with finance and other local/national issues that still need to
be dealt with or progressed. However I also remain focused on the needs of the residents
of the villages within the Ward. I will continue to keep people updated with information
and developments through social media but If you have any issues, concerns or need
information, I can still be contacted at Cllr.cannon@rbwm.gov.uk or on 07976 881831
Gary Muir is also available at Cllr.Muir@rbwm.gov.uk and on 07860 951906 (although at
time of writing, Gary is in self isolation suffering virus symptoms. We wish him well and
hope for a quick recovery.)
Please stay safe and follow the Government’s advice (that is current at the time you read
this article) and (like the rest of us) I look forward to meeting up with people again, on
the other side of this situation.
Regards,

David
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NIKKI’S
Unisex Hairdressing
INOA Ammonia Free Colour Treatment

Senior Citizens up to 30% off prices

On Tuesday & Wednesday
AND

Late Night Friday
8 Welley Road, Wraysbury TW19 5DJ

01784 482053
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It’s that time of year again when we start to enjoy the light evenings and do jobs in the
garden so be aware: don’t put your new lawn mower and expensive garden tools out
on display to be stolen.
Recently there have been reports of online computer fraud and telephone scams.
Remember don’t ever give your four digit PIN number or password, the banks will
never ask for them, if you do get into a conversation just ask them who they are and
what department they work for then call your bank to confirm correct details for
peace of mind when disconnected.
I will be holding a crime prevention surgery at Wraysbury village hall on the following
dates between 10:00 and 12:00 giving advice on home security and property marking
ideas and answer any questions you may have.

•
•
•

14th May

11th June
9th July

I recently attended a young people’s council meeting to listen to the views of young
people from the village and was impressed with their enthusiasm and how they
wanted to make a difference in a positive way.
With all those cycle enthusiasts getting ready to take their new road bikes out for 100
mile cycle rides please can I remind you to register your bike online at
www.bikeregister.com. It is an approved database which is free so if, unfortunately,
your cycle is stolen we know who owns the bike and can return it to you if found.

PCSO C9244 Les Bradfield
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Church News

From St Andrew’s Wraysbury and St Michael’s Horton
Like most people writing for Wraysbury News to meet the March deadline, I am
desperately hoping the corona virus situation will have been resolved by the time
you read this, and life will have returned to something like normal. I can’t tell you
about our plans for the summer because it’s impossible to make any at present,
although I am expecting there to be a fabulous party as soon as it’s safe for us to
gather again. So here’s a review, just for the record, of what Church life was like in
Spring 2020.
For the first time since 1208 all the Churches in England are closed. Hitler couldn’t do
it, bubonic plague couldn’t do it, but corona did it. Even leaving the churches open
for those seeking a bit of quiet solace, suitably gelled up and distanced, got banned a
few days into the emergency. Easter will happen in the diary and in the hearts of
individuals only: no Church celebration of the greatest day in the Church’s calendar,
when Jesus rose from the grave. That hurts.
But there are still some positives:

•

I’m amazed at the resilience and good humour that so many people are
showing in this grim situation – well done everyone! Hope you still keep it up
after corona!

•

There’s also been a huge amount of caring: telephone calls for the lonely,
shopping for the less able, meals for the frail… The Churches set up their own
telephone network to try and ensure that nobody slips off the radar. Another
one to keep going?

•

Lots of people have grasped new technical skills: even I, a mere vicar, am
developing some sort of working knowledge of Whatsapp, YouTube and
Zoom. Only days ago I thought that “Zoom” was a rocket shaped multicoloured ice lolly.

•

We set up a daily prayer meeting at 12 noon: even if we can’t physically be
together we can pray knowing others are doing so at the same time.

•

We set up Virtual Church, a sort of Thought for the Day with a short Bible
passage, a reflection and prayers, plus links to accompanying hymns and
songs. This could evolve into a valuable service for those who are ill or
otherwise unable to get to Church.

•

No meetings! There’s always a silver lining if you look hard enough! Having
said that, one or two are starting to come through on Zoom…
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And then there’s a sort of Lenten thing. I am writing at that time of year when we are
supposed to step back a bit from routine, slacken the grip of materialism, ask the big
questions about the meaning and the quality of our lives and seek to take our
relationship with God to a deeper level. Could it be that God has not in fact made a
blunder? That the present crisis is a Divine Call to shake off the staleness of custom
dulling our faith and love, and to rediscover the vitality of life in the Spirit?

In Church terms there’s been a slow emergency lasting many decades as we have failed
to inspire the hearts and minds of ordinary people, who have consequently voted with
their feet. We’ve thought up all sorts of programmes and initiatives and plans to try and
regain lost ground, with frankly little effect. I hope we will use this time of withdrawal
to become the kind of Church God is looking for, where He is alive and present among
His people. Maybe the Church that emerges from the chrysalis of isolation will be
renewed in God’s image and His love, and so rediscover the ability to touch the hearts
of people in our communities once again.

And finally – among the many cancellations in the Spring we lost Mothering Sunday
(22nd March) and the planned launch of our new evening service entitled Illuminate. As
we had brilliant plans for both of them they will be appearing soon, Mothering Sunday
as a Family Festival and Illuminate to start up in September. Watch out for
announcements!

The Reverend Colin Gibson
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Little Lambs
A church based toddler group meeting every term time
Tuesday morning at Wraysbury Baptist Church from
10am to 12 noon
Come and join us for a chat over coffee while the little lambs
play with an assortment of toys and activities
£1.50 per family
For further info please contact Becky Webb on 07843 386585

St Andrew’s Church is looking for singers of all ages to sing at
Sunday Services, Weddings, Christmas and other times.

Interested?
Please contact the organist David Gamble
Tel: 07929 441994 or Email David_Gamble99@hotmail.com
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REGULAR SERVICES
St. Andrew’s Wraysbury
1st Sunday: Informal Service plus Communion at 11.00 a.m.
2nd Sunday: Parish Communion at 11.00 a.m. with prayer ministry
3rd Sunday: Coffee at 10.45 a.m. followed by New Life Service: 11.15 a.m.
4th Sunday: Parish Communion at 11.00 a.m. with prayer ministry
5th Sunday: Parish Communion for both parishes at St. Michael’s.

St. Michael’s Horton
Tuesdays: Midweek Communion for both parishes at 11.00 a.m. followed by coffee.
1st Sunday: Parish Communion at 9.30 a.m. *
2nd Sunday: Informal Service plus Communion at 9.30 a.m. *
3rd Sunday: Parish Communion at 9.30 a.m. *
4th Sunday: Parish Communion at 9.30 a.m. *
5th Sunday: Parish Communion for both parishes at 11.00 a.m. *
(*Sunday School during term time in the Christie Room)

REGULAR ACTIVITIES INCLUDE
Ladies’ Fellowship “The Better Portion”
1st Saturday of each month: 12-2.00pm in the Annexe at St Andrew’s.
Mary 01784 483845: Organisers will try to let people know if the meeting needs to be
moved to another Saturday
Men’s Breakfast
Meet every six weeks or so at St Andrew's Annexe between 8.30 & 10am on a Saturday
Tony Hermes 01784 391417
Crafty Church at St Michael’s, Horton
On the 3rd Saturday of each month from 2pm to 4pm with Benta Hickley.
Email: CraftyChurch@stmichaels-horton.org or Tel: 07986 239 269. Refreshments
provided.
Stitch/Days for Girls
On the 4th Saturday of each month from 10am to 12pm in St Andrew’s Annexe
Email: WraysburyStitch@gmail.com or phone Alison Maitland on 01784 482770
Bell-ringing Practice at St Andrew’s, Wraysbury
Takes place every Wednesday evening from 7.30 pm in the belfry. Contact Roger
Lewiston on 07973 725682 or email RogerLewiston@virgin.net if you’d like to try your
hand. More local people would be most welcome.
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Once the crisis is over, Vicar Colin will resume hosting open sessions called "More Tea
Vicar" approximately once a fortnight at one or other of the two churches, usually 10am
to 11am. This is the ideal opportunity to see the vicar to discuss a wedding or a
Christening, ask about church records, bring up questions about life and faith, ask about
changes to a grave or anything else you think he can help with.

Please check the church groups on Facebook
or the calendar on Wraysbury.com to see the next sessions .
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STITCH:
Igniting passion and compassion for
women and with women in
Wraysbury and throughout the world.
Creative opportunities to make stuff
which might meet community needs
both here and in the world.
An environment for women that’s
Welcoming, Friendly, Accepting,
Loving, and Caring!
We meet generally on the last Saturday of the month, usually at St Andrew's annexe
from 10-12. We work with a US charity making washable menstruation kits for girls
around the world who otherwise would miss 4 or 5 days of school every month.
Everyone is welcome to join us, you don't have to be experienced at sewing - there is
ironing and cutting to be done and tea and coffee to be made! We put a reminder on
the Stitch Facebook page before each session or you can email us
at WraysburyStitch@Gmail.com if you want more information or contact Benta, Alison
or Ruth direct or via St Andrew's church.
You can read about the work of the charity, and about how we contribute to it, and
other ways you can help, at www.WraysburyStitch.blogspot.com

St. Michael’s Crafty Church

We meet every month, usually on the 3rd Saturday of the month from 2-4pm in St
Michael's church. Come and join us - bring your own crafts or come and learn
something new! We usually have donated fabric and wool available, but are happy to
bring other craft resources if there is something specific you want to try. There is no
charge and the kettle usually goes on about 3pm. Pop in, or contact us
on CraftyChurch@stmichaels-horton.org if you have any questions. We send out a
reminder text each month a week or so before each session, just let us know if you'd
like to be added to the list. Children may attend if they are working on a craft project,
but must be accompanied by an adult.
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Ruth

Dianne

Michelle

Helen

wraysbury matters was established by four villagers who were looking
to establish a coordinated approach to mental health and wellbeing
within Wraysbury. None of us could have predicted how important this
would prove to be. As soon as the virus took hold, wraysbury matters
joined forces with Wraysbury and Horton Voluntary Care to produce a
leaflet which provided both information and tips to stay physically well
and emotionally healthy.
Two booklets were written to support individuals and families to help
them through – “Tapping for Tough Times – Covid 19” and “Happy
Homes in Stressful Times” which was sent out to parents at Wraysbury
Primary. A free relaxation CD was made available in the pharmacy and
post office and a Power Point training program was designed and
delivered for WHVC “listeners”.
We also posted regularly on the wraysbury matters FB page with
motivational and “Kindness” ideas and quotes.
The “Kindness” theme was then extended to posters being circulated
around the village for families to find in “Treasure Hunt “style.
Of course, none of this was in the original plan that wraysbury matters
were hoping to implement. Since its establishment last year, two
Listening Skills mornings have been held as well as a Mental Health
Awareness evening. For children, a Halloween fancy dress activity
afternoon was held during the October half term. A youth parish council
was in its embryonic stages as was a family board games group.
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A “chat bench” has been purchased which will be positioned outside
the Old Baptist Church as soon as possible. This was funded by a
donation and thanks must also be given to The Village Trust for a
“start-up fund”.

We wish to draw upon the skills and activities within the village and
support established activities such as WHVC, Stitch, Crafty Church,
the uniformed organisations, sports groups and of course Swan radio.
Prior to lockdown, we held a consultation meeting at The George and
when normal life is resumed, the following actions will be
implemented.
•

First Aid classes for all ages

•

An NHS Healthmakers Course

•

Monthly legal surgeries

•

Board games club for young people

•

An A-Z directory of National helplines (printed and on
wraysbury.com)

•

A dedicated page on wraysbury.com

•

Regular representation at community coffee mornings

•

An information rack in the Old Baptist Church

Longer term, we will be exploring youth provision but that will need a
lot of planning!
In the meantime, we will continue to support our village in whatever
ways we can.
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Wraysbury Speed Watch
By Henry Perez
Graham and I met in February 2014 filling sand bags during
the floods. We struck up a rapport and decided to attend the
Wraysbury Parish Council meetings.
Henry & Graham with their
petition

During the year concerns were expressed on the Wraysbury
News Facebook site regarding vehicles speeding through our
village, in particular through the Welley Road 20mph zone. Graham suggested setting up
a Facebook site to see if we could do something about it and when we mentioned the
idea at the December Parish Council meeting it received favourable support. After
deciding on the name, the site was set up on 19th December 2014 with the objective to
enhance road safety throughout our village for both vehicles and pedestrian traffic.
Once up and running, Wraysbury Parish Council introduced us to the Datchet, Horton
and Wraysbury Neighbourhood Action Group (NAG) which is represented by Councillors
from Datchet, Horton and Wraysbury plus Police Officers including our local PCSO Les
Bradfield and the RBWM Community Warden. We were invited as guests to our first
meeting with the group in February 2015. The group’s Chairman, the late Betty Marlow,
was so supportive that she invited us to the group’s following meeting and arranged the
meeting’s agenda in our favour by inviting one of the Traffic Engineers from RBWM and
a Police Officer dealing with police speed detection vehicles to address the meeting, at
the same time providing us with valuable contacts.
We asked our group’s members what they saw as a priority, and safety at Wraysbury
Railway Station Bridge was the major concern. We took this on board and arranged four
site meetings at Wraysbury Railway Station which we jointly chaired with
representatives from RBWM, Network Rail, South West Trains, together with RBWM
Ward Cllr John Lenton and Cllr Margaret Lenton, Chair of Wraysbury Parish Council.
The meetings concluded with a workable plan to enhance road safety over the Railway
Bridge. The proposed plan was produced by RBWM and supported by Wraysbury Parish
Council. Implementing the proposal was subject to funding. Later in the year we were
informed that funding was not likely to materialise so Graham and I hastily set up a
petition requesting funds be provided for that financial year.
Thanks to all of you who signed the petition. We had plenty of signatures to make a case
at the council meeting at Maidenhead Town Hall on 23rd February 2016. We each made
a 150 seconds speech and were supported by our ward councillors John Lenton and
Colin Rayner. Our request was granted. The excellent result was shared by the group in
the photo overleaf that helped obtain the signatures for our petition and attended to
support us in our address at the meeting.
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Outside the RBWM Council Chamber on 23rd Feb 2016 following the granting of funds for safety over Wraysbury railway bridge

Since then Graham and I have campaigned for street lighting over the bridge, which has
recently been implemented by RBWM. We always retain a good liaison with those we
meet and it has proved helpful as we were able to liaise with Network Rail to speed up
the RBWM request to allow them to conduct work on their railway property while
installing the street lighting. It also helped with the installation of new fencing by
Network Rail and South Western Railways on the Wraysbury side of the Station Bridge.
We do take note of comments posted on Wraysbury Speed Watch. We collate concerns
and when we think it’s appropriate we raise those concerns with Wraysbury Parish
Council or take them straight to RBWM.
We have established a good rapport with Wraysbury Parish Council whose meetings we
try to attend each month. We also have a close rapport with Horton Parish Council.
In April 2019 Graham and I were both invited to join NAG which now gives us face to face
contact with Councillors from Datchet, Horton and Wraysbury together with our
Neighbourhood Policing Team and Community Warden. Ward Cllr David Cannon has also
recently joined the group and we have found David very active and supportive in our
villages and to our group.
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As many of you know we did object to the planning application for the Co-op store on
the grounds of possible road safety issues. Thankfully our fears have not materialised
and the Co-op has proved an important addition in our village.
Our ongoing concern regarding the Co-op relates to the forecourt parking area for
delivery vehicles. In August 2019 we contacted the company’s CEO who instantly
responded by referring our concern to his Executive Resolution Team. The ERT arranged
for their consultants to visit the store and they submitted a plan to the council to
remedy the problem. Unfortunately the plan would have added to the parking problem
and was rejected. In March 2020 I met with the project manager from their consultancy
company and the outcome was the result we hoped for. The Project Manager has since
contacted us to say that she has submitted her recommendations to the Co-op
suggesting the forecourt area be levelled enabling delivery vehicles to drive onto the
forecourt, park within the limits of the delivery area without obstructing any part of the
footpath and then drive forward and off the site.
We recently liaised with Justin, manager of the Co-op and Arun at Sai News regarding
shopping for the vulnerable and those shopping on their behalf.
Both Justin and Arun readily agreed to open during the same time period each day
making it easier for those requiring such facilities during this unprecedented situation
we are facing with Covid-19.
If you read the minutes of Parish Council meetings (wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk),
you will find that we frequently ask questions and we ensure that anything we raise at
the meetings remains on the radar until reaching a final conclusion. We liken ourselves
to a dripping tap; we persist until the issue is resolved.
We are currently supporting our two parish councils and NAG regarding speeding issues
along Coppermill Road and Wraysbury Road.

We can speak at meetings and our voices will be heard. However when we speak, we
do so on behalf of our group members, together our voices are heard and more likely
to be acted upon.
We currently have around 400 members so please give favourable consideration to
joining our group and increasing its membership, giving us a stronger voice when we
speak on members’ joint concerns.
We can be found on Facebook under the title:-

Wraysbury Speed Watch
Take care and stay safe now, and when we are all able to be out and about once
again.... take care on the roads. Thank you all.

Henry Perez and Graham Cribbin
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Wraysbury Village Halls
At the time of writing (March 2020), we are embarking on some of the most
severe restrictions on our lifestyle in living memory – “social distancing” is
the new buzz-word with no gatherings of more than two people permitted,
most shops, restaurants and leisure facilities are closed and we have been
asked to stay in our homes for all but essential needs (food, medicine and
essential travel only). Hopefully by the time this publication is issued we will
be seeing the light at the end of the tunnel and will be looking forward to the
restrictions being lifted (if not already)!
The Coronavirus outbreak has already had a profound, but we hope not
lasting, effect on Wraysbury Village Hall. Our regular merry circuit of
societies, clubs and organisations have been respectfully asked to close for
now, including our ad-hoc bookings for parties and other social gatherings.
Along with many businesses in the UK, our income has reduced to almost
zero overnight. As a charity this will hit us hard but in the true spirit of
Wraysbury, our wonderful Hall managers, Mark & Jackie, are looking on the
bright side and are taking the opportunity not for a well-earned rest but to
put a bit of TLC back into the Hall and get on with some jobs that there is not
usually time for! So although the Hall might look quiet and empty from the
outside, it’s a bit like Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory with a hive of activity
continuing within (just without the Oompa Loompas).

The Management Committee of the Halls have been planning to commence a
schedule of repair and refurbishment works this year, firstly to repair some
areas of the roof but also refurbishing the ladies washroom facilities and
replacing our stock of chairs (which have served us well for a number of
decades but are now due for retirement). Some of the roof repairs will need
to go ahead but the other projects will temporarily be put on hold until the
fall-out from the current situation is known.
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The Village Hall Committee are also grateful to Wraysbury Parish Council,
who kindly organised an extension to the Village Hall garage in order to
accommodate the Community Minibus. The budget of about £30K included a
brick extension, new roof and shutter doors, a sum which the Hall could not
afford to spend on such modifications, so we would like to extend our thanks
to the Parish Council for being able to cover this cost from their coffers.
On behalf of the Committee, I would like to wish all our regular Hall users and
supporters a safe and healthy summer. I am not sure what position we will
be in come June, but I know that Wraysbury will be pulling together and
making the best of whatever the situation is! We look forward to welcoming
you all back to the Halls as soon as circumstances allow. Do contact our
Managers, Mark & Jackie, to discuss your hall hire requirements – our rates
are very economical and probably much cheaper than you think!
Best wishes,

Alice Hopkins
Secretary & Treasurer, Wraysbury Village Halls
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The Green, Wraysbury
TW19 5NA

Comprising
The Thames Hall, The Colne Room, The Lake Room &
The Windsor Room
BOOKING NOW FOR 2020—2021
The Thames Hall spacious, with a fully equipped stage, accommodating up to 200 is an
ideal setting for that really special occasion - a wedding, a stage show, a conference, a
dance or social.
The Colne Room holding up to 55, is an attractive room perfect for Children's Parties,
Meetings and is used for staging Art & Craft Exhibitions.
The Lake Room boasts a patio with views over rural Wraysbury. Its elegance makes it
just right for Surprise Parties, Wedding Anniversaries or Children's Birthday Parties.
Accommodates around 50.
The Windsor Room is the latest addition and holds up to 65, so is ideal for the larger
party. It has its own disabled toilet and changing room.
The Thames Hall, Lake Room and Windsor Room can be integrated to accommodate
larger parties.
Wraysbury Village Halls have full disabled access, disabled toilets, a well equipped
kitchen, an attractive foyer, a hearing loop and plenty of car parking. Our resident
Managers, Mark and Jackie, can advise on catering, hire of bands/disco and decorative
specialists.
To make your event special give them a ring on 07838 220386 .
Web Site: www.wraysburyvillagehalls.co.uk
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Wraysbury Scouts

As a result of Corona virus, Scouting has closed down until advised otherwise by the
Scouts Headquarters.

The next couple of terms will be a time of transition. Just before Christmas we
thanked our longest serving leader Barbara Hearne, following many years of service
leading Cubs and supporting our Group. Barbara leaves to spend more time working
with the WI and we are very grateful for the many hours, over many years, that
Barbara has put in. At the end of the summer we will be saying goodbye to Lucy
Foster, Lucy was recently awarded Scouting’s Award for Merit for her services at
Wraysbury and in the Windsor and Eton District. Lucy has been inspirational in her
leadership of the Cub Pack. I will miss Lucy but hope we can persuade her to take a
role in the Exec our group management committee.
Departing leaders create opportunities for new leaders and we welcome Charlotte
Ainsworth and Maxine Lewitt as new(ish) Cub Leaders.
The Executive Committee or Exec is a key feature of a Scout Group; its aim is to
manage the non-uniform/non-programme side of scouting: finances, fund raising,
insurance, risk, safety and equipment. We welcomed new Exec members to our
February Exec meeting. I’m sure they will add to the quality and variety of our Exec
team. As I have mentioned in more than one of my Wraysbury News contributions,
we are always looking for volunteers whether wise heads for the Exec or more
adventurous outdoor types to be uniformed leaders or skills instructors. Everyone in
Scouting is grateful to our volunteers but we are always looking for more!

Andy Bouch
Group Scout Leader
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WRAYSBURY LAWN TENNIS CLUB
We are a friendly sociable club, situated just by the Village Hall car
park, next to the Bowling Club. We cater for all ages and
experience of players. Recently, we gained quite a number of new
members and we always welcome more.

As well as welcoming beginners and

improvers, we do play “serious” tennis too! We run Men’s, Ladies’ and mixed teams in
some of the local leagues. Sadly, this season is blighted by the coronavirus and we have
had to close the club temporarily. We all hope it will not be for too long but we
understand all the league fixtures have been cancelled for this coming season.
Our coach, Doug Robinson, lives in Horton and his children attend Wraysbury School. He
is tremendously enthusiastic and has now had four very successful seasons at the club,
building up the Junior membership. He provides coaching not just for the “youngsters”,
but for adults too, whether you are thinking of taking up tennis, or if you just want a

“refresher” to get you back into the game after a few years not playing. Both individual
and group lessons are available. For more details about this or other Club details, see our
advert in this magazine or go to our website: clubspark.lta.org.uk/wraysburyltc.
We normally hold a number of social events throughout the year – such as our annual
Christmas dinner at the George, a Quiz night, Bank Holiday “Fun” Sessions and our
annual Summer BBQ. All of these
are always very well attended.
We also run ‘fun’ tournaments
during the season: we play for
the Maureen Burr Trophy on a
Sunday in April and the Peggy
Willatts Rosebowl on a Sunday in
the autumn. We started a new
Snowdrop tournament last year

Christmas party at The George
st

in February and managed to hold it again on March 1 this year. We have also reinstated
the Jean Bell trophy, an adult/Junior tournament in memory of another former member.
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As well as all this, we usually
run a club tournament each
year, where any adult member
can

enter

for

Singles

or

Doubles titles. Finals Day is
always an enjoyable and social
occasion.

The

Junior

Club

Championships, organised by
Doug, is also a very well
attended occasion and all the
children –and their parentsenjoy

themselves,

whether

they are winners or not. Apart

Snowdrop Tournament March 2020

from the four winners in

different age groups, one child, who has shown exceptional dedication and enthusiasm,
is awarded the Alistair Young trophy, in memory of a former Junior member.
We hold regular adult “Club” sessions throughout the week – Monday afternoon from
13.30 to 15.30, Tuesday and Thursday mornings from 9.30 to 12.00, Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 18.30 to 22.00, Saturday afternoon from 14.00 to 16.00 and
Sunday morning from 09.30 to 12.00. At any of those times, you can just turn up and
will be slotted into games with other club members. This way, it is easy to get to know

other members and make friends. Junior members also have regular coaching sessions
throughout the week and a club session on Wednesday afternoon. We hope all these
can be reinstated soon. We cater for everyone, whether it is serious competition tennis,
social tennis for “average” players, or even for complete beginners. If the website does
not tell you all you want to know, then why not email the Club at
wraysburyltc@yahoo.com or just pop along to any of our club sessions to have a look
and a chat once the virus threat is finally over?

Rosalind Nockles,
Wraysbury Lawn Tennis Club.
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A POEM FOR OUR TIME
Who would have thought when this year started,
That from family and friends we would soon be parted.
Self isolation, the two metres rule,
Most of the children prevented from school,
Shortage of loo rolls, hand gel and soap,
But Boris our PM gave us all hope.
“This can be beaten if we all stay at home”,
Was Boris’s mantra “ please do not roam”
So , of course we listened but didn’t really like it,
But we could take a walk, or perhaps even bike it.
With Skype, Facetime, Zoom and Houseparty
Technology helps us to keep hale and hearty.
So now we’ve the time to stop and stare,
Noticing things that have always been there,
So let’s take a break, forget all the gloom,
Just look at the blossom, and spring flowers in bloom.
James, Wraysbury
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Surrey Lodge Motor Co
AUDI, VOLKSWAGEN &
CORVETTE STINGRAY
SPECIALISTS

• MOT Testing
•
•
•
•
•

MOTs For Cars & Motorcycles
Free Retests Within 10 Days
Tyres
Air Conditioning Service
All Makes & Models Serviced

WE ARE A SMALL AND FRIENDLY GARAGE OFFERING A HIGH STANDARD
OF REPAIRS, SERVICING, MOTS AND MANY OTHER SERVICES RELATING TO
YOUR VEHICLE.
WE SPECIALISE IN AUDIS, VOLKSWAGENS & CORVETTE STINGRAYS.
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This season started with massive promise, one
in which saw historic events including youth
football teams, women's teams and the
continuation of our men's football. We are
proud to say we now offer football to all of the
village for the first time in the club's history.
This has been a target from the moment the
new committee took over the club.
Wraysbury Village FC Ladies team

It has seen us take on new playing space at the Lammas park adding two new pitches;
this also created more volunteer jobs which we were so lucky to have the support of
more parents getting involved in the club. We also continued building our social
activities and had a fantastic children's Christmas party supported by the Village Club.
Sadly, due to Covid-19, the season has been
annulled meaning this season’s games will not
be counted in the records. However, while we
love our football, other things are far more
important right now and all we wish is everyone
stays safe.
We began the process of looking for new land
around the Wraysbury area as, if we are to
continue to grow, we need to find at least
another 2-3 pitches. This has been massively
challenging and we are running out of ideas of Wraysbury Village FC Youth players
where to look to keep football in the village.
Finally, I want to thank everyone for their support this season. It has been a massive
team effort to get the club moving forward but it would not happen without the
support of so many people. Please stay safe, and see you for the 2020-2021 season.
Best Regards,
Mark Foster, Chairman
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NEWS FROM CAROLYN URWIN
FORMER MINISTER OF
WRAYSBURY BAPTIST CHURCH

Having thought my days of writing articles for Wraysbury News were at an end, I have
suddenly found myself being asked to put pen to paper once again.
Having been the minister of Wraysbury Baptist Church for a little over 12 years, it was
just over a year ago in February 2019 that I was called by Latchford Baptist Church in
Warrington, Cheshire, to be their next minister. I had not been expecting to move on
from Wraysbury, but for a number of months Robin, my husband, and I had felt that
God had been telling us that he would be calling us to somewhere new, and this request
confirmed that. It was with very mixed emotions that we agreed to go, as we had grown
to know and love the people of Wraysbury so much. We made the move 190 miles north
at the beginning of July 2019 and, sadly, the remaining church members decided
Wraysbury Baptist Church would close.
We are settling in well to life in Warrington. The church are warm and friendly people
who have been very supportive and appreciative of my ministry. They are enjoying the
services I lead and tell me how helpful and inspiring they are finding them (even though
I keep talking about change!) so that is very encouraging. When the church called me
they said they were looking for someone to help them become more involved in their
local community, so we have begun to talk to people who know the community well e.g.
local councillors and our PCSOs, as well as local residents, in order to hear from them
what concerns and unmet needs they are aware of which the church may be able to play
a part in helping with. We are hoping to begin coffee mornings and a Legal Drop-In
before too long and, in connection with concern for people's mental health, are
exploring the idea of opening a Wellbeing cafe - a safe space where it is 'ok not to be
ok'. Just as we found in Wraysbury that it was possible for the church to make a
difference for good in some way, so we hope to do the same in Latchford, although it
will undoubtedly end up looking very different (and may well not include book sales!) .
Robin has some administration work for the North West Association of Baptist Churches,
volunteers an afternoon a week in our local hospice shop and has taken responsibility
for the church lettings as well as various building projects.
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We are happily settled in our new home, which is about half a mile's walk from the
church and three minutes from a Morrison's supermarket. Getting to our most local
shops involves crossing over the Manchester Ship Canal, a road which closes for the
bridge to swing open every time a ship wants to pass through. One thing we have not
been sad to leave behind is the planes - we are only 25 mins drive away from
Manchester Airport, but we rarely notice them.
We can walk from our home to and along the Bridgewater Canal which is lovely and
there is another local park walk on our doorstep which follows the track of a disused
canal to the River Mersey, so in moving to a town we do not feel as if we have quite lost
the rural feel of Wraysbury.
It is lovely still to read of life in Wraysbury via the Wraysbury News Facebook page. We
miss you all very much and thank you so much for all the concern and care you have
shown us. We send you our best wishes and hope that 2020 is a good year for you all.

Revd Carolyn Urwin
Minister, Latchford Baptist Church, Warrington
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WRAYSBURY CRICKET CLUB
At the time of writing, our newly extended balcony is almost complete and we look
forward to welcoming everyone along to enjoy it for the new season. We are indebted
to Andy Davison and The Village Trust for their help in achieving this project.
In 2020 our Saturday teams will continue to play in the TVCL, the 1 st XI will again be
captained by Andy Prasad in Division 3B. The 2nds will be led by new captain Iffy Wain
in Division 5A and the Sunday XI will once again also be under Iffy Wain.

Our Sunday XI will mainly play a 40 over per side format on the Green, welcoming clubs
who play good cricket and enjoy the Sunday social scene. We are also once again
entering the National Village Cup; and will first play Peppard Stoke Row at Home on
Sunday 17th May. The grand final of this competition is held at Lords, and once again
our players will be very keen to progress all the way.
Our Cricket week is 3rd to 7thAugust, where once again we are privileged to have the
MCC visit us on the Thursday, a great achievement for a club of our size. We are
indebted to our sponsors – Jimmy Swanston, Shirley Fairbairn in memory of Billy
Fairbairn. Liz Dean, The Wraysbury Village Trust and Thames Motor Group Slough.

We are also proud to continue to be hosting Berks senior County matches at The Green
this summer. Berkshire Over 60’s 1st XI will host Sussex on Tues 5th May and Middlesex
on Tues 2nd June. On Thursday 30th July Berks Over 50’s 2nd XI host Herts. We hope that
some of you are able to come along and join us to support.
The colts continue to thrive and we are indebted to our coaching team who work so
hard to make it all happen. They will practice on Friday evenings on The Green and play
matches mainly on Sunday mornings and some weekday evenings. We hope that the
local community will be pleased to see such flourishing youth Cricket in the village.
Our Pavilion and Social Committee consists of Chairperson Samantha Davies, Cheryl
Morgan and Crisi Milner. We must say thanks to them all, because it is their efforts that
help to keep the club running. A thanks also to Jan Brown for her help with the Berks
Senior games and to Anne Dibley for the balcony flowers, which always look fantastic.
The club is very proud of the Village Green. It is not just our opinion – the visiting clubs
say it is one of the best grounds in the area. A major factor for that is our groundsman
David Tooze, assisted by Mike Ward, whom we thank for all their hard work.
Wraysbury CC is open to all who wish to play cricket and we particularly welcome
players from the village. We have a good social side and our season subscriptions and
fees are among the lowest in the area. If you are a local resident come along and
support your local club. Have a cup of tea and look at our collection of memorabilia of
cricket in Wraysbury since 1926. For a copy of the cricket and social programme and
further
information
contact
Tom
Dibley
on
07775
587633
wraysburycc@hotmail.co.uk or Andy Prasad (07921 801338) andy.prasad@gmail.com
or go to www.wraysbury.play-cricket.com/home.
Tom Dibley Secretary
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Wraysbury Primary School
This is obviously a very special edition of the Wraysbury News as it
hopefully will come at the end of what has been a very strange
spring. Whilst not wanting to dwell on the Coronavirus it has been
a time when the school has been able to be support to many
families namely the Key Worker families, and the vulnerable families. The children
who were in school were well cared for with a wealth of activities ranging from craft to
cooking, games, sports either in the flesh from the school sports partnership or virtual
sport from Chelsea! We were really pleased to take part in the Village safari and
create a range of animals for everyone to see as well as our great teddy bears’ picnic.
We must say a huge thank you to the members of staff who have been in with the
children, working in teams to ensure that there were enough people to be in working
while others were planning or organising events and activities from afar. We also had
an amazing team of Teaching Assistants who made deliveries of supermarket vouchers
and gifts to our more vulnerable families at home.
However, the best part by far, according to the children was having their teacher ring
them up! We arranged for each family to have a phone call at least every few weeks
to check on how everyone was and to keep in touch.
So, although there hasn’t been much school recently what did we get up to since the
last edition of this Wraysbury News? Well, we had an extremely busy Christmas with
the usual productions and our Christmas Fayre. However it was also time once again
for the Christmas Tree Festival and of course the children loved performing in the
church and contributing to their class tree. We were also out and about with the
Choir; Savill Gardens, the Wraysbury Baptist Church and also around the Christmas
tree outside Frosts. It is wonderful to be part of the community.
After Christmas our Y6 pupils helped us to raise money for the animals in Australia
caught up in the bush fires. They did a Danceathon and a Bake Sale and raised over
£1000! A few weeks later it was Sports Relief and our Sports Leader again set to work
organising a fantastic fundraiser; a mufti day to wear sports kit and a run around the
school grounds and out onto Welley Road. Over £500 was raised.
So what next? We don’t know if we will have any time back at school before the
holidays, but we will certainly make the most of it if we do! Our summer term usually
involves Residentials, Sports days, Y5/6 Production, preparing for the next year/next
school, welcoming our new children and swimming! That’s a lot to pack in, but if we
are back then we could be very, very busy!
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Personalised multi-sensory teaching and assessments, to
provide children from 6-18 with a toolkit to achieve their
potential and shine.
I provide specialist teaching for individuals with Dyslexia,
Dyscalculia, Dysgraphia, Dyspraxia and ADHD.
Visit dyslexiaachieve.co.uk to find out more about who I
am and what I do.
Email corinne@dyslexiaachieve.co.uk tel. 07704539247
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Wraysbury School PTFA

Chairperson: Vanessa Cox
Secretary: Sharen Saini
Treasurer: Jason Allen
Email: wraysburyschoolptfa@gmail.com
Normally, we would be writing this article while preparing for a busy summer term
including our school Spring Fayre usually held in May. Unfortunately, we have had to
cancel all our summer term events. However, we hope that everyone is staying safe and
well and that we can return to fundraising later in the year.
Up until March, it had been another busy and successful year. Our Autumn term events
had raised £5,500. The events included the usual Spooky disco, the Christmas Fayre and
the ever popular Christmas Shop. This year we also collaborated with the Village Parish
Council, St Andrew’s Church and The Frost Partnership to bring back the much loved
Christmas Tree Festival. This was a huge success with 65 entries. The feedback was
wonderful with lots of comments about how festive the Church looked and what a
wonderful way to kick off the Christmas season.
The Spring term is usually a quieter term where we recover from the busy Autumn term
and prepare for the Spring Fayre. However, we did manage to include our popular
Valentine’s disco, a Book and Bake sale for World Book Day and a Bag2School collection.
This year, Wraysbury Primary School is planning to revamp the school library. The school
highly values the importance of reading and wants to turn the library into a welcoming,
cosy place by creating funky reading spaces with lots of bright colours. The PTFA has seen
the plans and has agreed to part fund this. We are looking forward to seeing it finished.
Hopefully we will back in the Autumn term when we hope to collaborate with the village
community once again to bring you another Christmas Tree Festival so please look out for
information on that later this year.

A huge thank you for all your ongoing support at all our events. We are always looking for
more members. You don’t have to be a parent or teacher… PTFA stands for Parent,
Teacher and Friends Association so we are looking for friends too! There are all sorts of
ways to get involved from cake-baking, donating books or you could run a stall or man an
ice-cream stand. You may even have some new ideas for fundraising that we would love
to hear about. We meet every term to plan the next stage and would love to welcome
you on board. If you would be interested in joining our PTFA we would love to hear from
you so please contact us on the email address above.
Please stay safe and well and we look forward to welcoming you to one of our events in
the future.
Twitter: @wraysburyschool
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This digital Community Radio Station, based in Wraysbury, but also serving the villages of
Datchet, Colnbrook, Poyle, Old Windsor and Horton has now become firmly established
with rising numbers of listeners as we expand our broadcasts.
Some thirty broadcasters have now volunteered their time since February 2019 with
almost every genre of music being covered, including; Jazz, Swing, Hip Hop, Rock, Tamla
Motown, Blues, Reggae, 60s, 70s, 80s, and right up to today’s popular artists - Classical
and Country are still being planned! Many shows feature guest interviews and we have
even been privileged with bands playing live in our studios.
Alongside all this fabulous music, our commitment is to explore all that is interesting in
our locality with shows devoted to the Arts, Theatre and Community Affairs.
We were thrilled to host a fundraising event at Wraysbury Village Halls early in March,
raising much needed money for the radio station but also for the Anthony Nolan Trust.
Then the virus took hold!
Much of the commitment to serve our villages continued during ‘lockdown’ due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, becoming a hub for local information and support. Although we had
to temporarily close our studios in line with Government instructions, many of our
broadcasters found ways to present shows live from their homes – WOW, what does
that say about how fabulous our volunteers are?
Another area of key importance to us is working with the youth in our villages – giving
them opportunities that rarely exist, a chance to broadcast and learn about the radio
industry and gain that first-hand experience with confidence. What a boost to job
applications for our future generations!
Our plans for a second studio have now started, due to a small grant from The Prince
Philip Trust, some more furnishings from our friends at Howdens and all carpentry from
Mark Gowing Joinery – HUGE thanks from us all.
If anyone else can help in the area, we would love to hear from you!
In the meantime, we’d like to thank absolutely everyone who has taken that ‘leap of
faith’ with us through donations, advertising or generosity of time. We look forward to
meeting you at the events we support, or perhaps during a visit to our studios – you’d
always be welcome.
Follow or contact us at: www.swan-radio.co.uk or on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Email us at studio@swan-radio.co.uk or text 07523 012188 for show requests.
BEN, LYNN, MARK & COLIN
Directors @ Swan Radio CIC
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WRAYSBURY BOWLS CLUB
The club is situated at The Green, by the Village Hall car park in a picturesque
setting under the windmill. Normally, our summer season would now be
well under way with our twice-weekly ‘roll-ups’, in-house competitions and
league matches.
But sadly, like other sports clubs, we had to close in March because of
Government restrictions on public gathering and people distancing to try to
keep everyone safe. That has meant cancelling our weekly club roll-up
sessions and in-house club competitions. We also heard that the league
matches our teams play in have been stopped – though with a possibility of
playing some games later on in the season.

As you read this, we can only hope that there is better news for the situation
to change so that the club can open again for members to enjoy their sport
and get some important exercise.
The club had scheduled an Open Day in May to showcase the game to those
who might wish to take it up. That, of course, is also cancelled – though if
things improve and restrictions are lifted, it might be possible to reinstate
our taster day. If so, we will announce via social media and posters.
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Why Bowls?
For anyone wondering about the attraction of playing bowls this is what Tony
Allcock, the celebrated former world champion and now chief executive of Bowls
England has to say: “Bowls truly is the sport for all, regardless of age, sex or physical ability,” says
Tony. “The gentle pace means you’ll often find people of different abilities and
fitness levels on the same team.
“I don’t think you realise how much walking you do until you actually play it,”
adds Tony. “You can walk three miles while you’re playing. You’re only doing
30metre stints at a time, but you’re doing a lot of them.
“On top of the walking, your arms will get a workout as you perfect your bowling
technique and your leg muscles will develop as you deliver the bowls.”
Our club has an artificial playing surface, so players can enjoy their sport
throughout the year.
There’s also a good social side to our club and, apart from the organised sessions,
If members just want to play with friends on a sunny afternoon, the green is
generally available.
For further information on club events and news visit our website:
www.wraysburybowlsclub.co.uk
Club Secretary: Fred Parsons 01784 481490
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PENNYFIELDS
27 High Street Wraysbury
01784 482447

Monday to Saturday 10am—5pm
Closed Sunday
Hardware, Flowers and Pet Food
Orders taken

Andy invites you to have a browse
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Wraysbury Short Mat Bowls
We have vacancies for new members. We meet on Mondays and Wednesdays in the
village hall at 1.30. Bowls are supplied and flat shoes are required to protect the mat .No
experience is necessary. We are a friendly non competitive club.
Contact Ken on 01784 483591 or just call in for a friendly welcome.

Are you struggling to cope?
If you need someone to talk to we will listen, we won’t
judge and we won’t tell you what to do.
You can call free phone 116 123 any time, any day or
you can email jo@samaritans.org
Look on our website www.samaritans.org
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Wraysbury Art Society
Having taken the decision not to exhibit at
the Spring McMillan fair this year, but to
use the opportunity to promote the Art
Society, recruit some new members and
open up our membership to crafters as
well as artists, we were stopped in our
tracks by Covid-19. As the summer fair has
also been cancelled our next opportunity
to display our work will hopefully be the
St. Andrew’s Parish Garden Party in early
September; God willing and the whole
community pulling together!
We continue to display our work in the foyer of the Village Hall throughout the year,
though at the time of writing no one can see that either. Hopefully the upside of all this
disruption is that our members may be working on a whole new portfolio of work for
when we do get back into action.
We operate as a club rather than as a
class and we are a group of friendly and
enthusiastic amateur artists, some with
crafting skills as well. If you have a
couple of hours to spare on a Monday
morning, why not come and join us.

Our weekly meetings are on most
Monday mornings between 9.00am and
12.30 pm in the Colne Room at the
Village Hall, for more information please
feel free to contact me

Lesley West (Secretary)
Phone: 07930 362403
e-mail: lesleywest125@btinternet.com
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PUZZLE CORNER
Brain Teasers

Cryptic Sweets

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

7 W of the A W (Geography)
1,001 A N (Fiction)
12 S of the Z (Leisure)
54 C in a D (with the Js) (Games)
9 P in the S S (Science)
88 P K (Music)
32 D F at which W F (Science)
18 H on a G C (Sport)
90 D in a R A (Maths)
200 P for P G in M (Games)
3 B M (S H T R) (Nursery Rhymes)
4 Q in a G (Maths)
24 H in a D (Calendar)
S W and 7 D (Fiction)
57 H V (Food)
11 P in a F T (Sport)
29 D in F in a L Y (Calendar)
64 S on a CB (Games)
10 E in a D (Sport)
101 D (Fiction)

Sly Giggles
High class thoroughfare
Money making royalty
Mother’s local
Clever folk
Sport for princes
Good children get these
Garden flowers
Assorted girls
Arrange marriage partners
Edible fasteners
Wobbly infants
Talk quietly
Big bus
Gem orchard
Spin around
100% Au
Big cats pub
Noisy insect
One who wanders
Lots of parties
Outside meal
Dairy carrier
9, 10, 11, 12
Reward
Ten cent pub
Sweet tooth cleaner
Little Diamonds
Seaside Stone
Medieval Entertainers

Answers on page 127
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PUZZLE CORNER - SUMMER QUIZ
By Clive Ferguson
How much do you know about Wraysbury?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Which creature features on the Wraysbury Coat Of Arms?
In which year did Her Majesty the Queen officially open the Village Halls?
In which year did the Duke of Edinburgh officially open the rebuilt “Community
Centre”, or Scout Hut?
In which year was Wraysbury Lawn Tennis Club founded?
In which year was the Wraysbury Windmill completed?
In which year did “Butchers Ferry” on Ouseley Road stop operating?
In which year was the first Wraysbury Railway station opened?
Place Farm house, a timber framed listed building built circa 1275, is better
known by what name?
In which year did the current Wraysbury Primary School open on Welley Road?
In which year was the Benedictine Priory founded at Ankerwycke?
General Knowledge

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Owned by the Aga Khan, which horse was stolen by gunmen in Ireland in 1983?
What is the highest mountain in Japan?
In 1999, which car was voted the “Car of the Century”?
A normal adult set of 32 teeth features how many molars?
Which Irish jockey won the 1964, 1965 and 1966 Cheltenham Gold cups on
Arkle?
Which Scottish engineer was the first man to televise pictures of moving
objects and demonstrate colour TV?
Which English composer’s 3rd symphony is known as “A Pastoral Symphony”?
Which American classical guitarist is best known for his 1968 instrumental
“Classical Gas”
Which former prison island in San Francisco Bay features California’s first
lighthouse?
The flag carrier airline of Spain shares its name with which peninsula?

Answers on page 127
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Wraysbury.com is the new website for Wraysbury & Horton villages. The site was born
from a desire to extend this publication, Wraysbury News, beyond its biannual printed
editions, and to use the technologies of a website, to extend the capabilities of this
magazine and so add to its scope.
We have already added a range of services including an event calendar, breaking news
and news summary, as well as the listings of local businesses, clubs and societies found
within this magazine. It has a page giving information on our flood alerts and
information to assist with the coronavirus outbreak.
You can also download a pdf copy of this Wraysbury News edition, or recent editions,
and the site can be viewed on PCs, tablets or smart phones.
The best way to find out about the great range of information available on the site is
to go and look at it, and spend some time familiarising yourself with the site’s features.
It is your website; it is here to support your community, advertise your club’s events
and to inform you. Please do get involved, and please do make suggestions of any
other aspects of community life it could cover.
If you would like to get involved with the site, as a budding journalist, occasional
contributor or just wish to add a business, club or event please do contact us at:
editor@Wraysbury.com.
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WRAYSBURY SUMMER FAIR UPDATE
As you read this, we will hopefully be looking forward to life becoming normal again.
I was originally going to talk about the Summer fair and the things we had planned.
We decided in March to cancel the Fair this year as we didn’t feel we would be able
to organise the event safely at short notice even if the restrictions were lifted. We
hoped, if allowed, to do something low-key, but even this looks extremely unlikely .
As you already know, Katie Morgan, who fantastically chaired the Summer Fair for
many years has now stepped away. I must take this opportunity to thank her for her
time and enthusiasm. The fair has gone from strength to strength under her
leadership. It is a huge task and one she inevitably made look easier than it was.
The committee this year wanted to build on the community spirit of our village.
Having only lived in the village for 2 years myself, the community was something we
were blissfully unaware of when we moved here but has been an enormous bonus
and we have very quickly been welcomed into village life.
The amazing thing is, as I write this, we have been under lockdown for 5 weeks, but
already the community is pulling together. Wraysbury Voluntary Care which does
sterling work, have ramped up their services in double quick time. A whole new army
of volunteers have stepped up and our vulnerable self-isolating residents are already
seeing the benefits. Many more will tap into these vital services as things develop.
There are rainbows and teddy-bears in windows all over our village and there was
even a “safari” for a week, delighting young and old as they took their recommended
walks. There are banners thanking our key workers who are still going to work to
ensure critical functions are still running. Wraysbury Matters delivered leaflets so
people know they are not alone, signposting helpful advice. Our village pubs and club
are preparing meals to help feed the vulnerable and our shops are stocked with all
the essentials. The Pharmacy is working harder than ever to keep us healthy.
Social media is working overtime to keep us all connected and Swan Radio is blaring
out with DJs broadcasting live from their homes. Ironically, people are talking to each
other as they maintain social distancing, smiling and waving and as volunteers and
neighbours offer help. I sincerely hope that what began out of necessity will
continue. As I write this, I can honestly say I certainly don’t feel alone, but part of a
wonderful community that I am immensely proud of.
I am not surprised that once again, in the face of adversity, Wraysbury is thriving. I
intend to bottle this feeling and spread it all round the next Village Fair with a huge
dose of colour and love. We will be back next year, better than ever. Until we meet
again my friends, stay safe, be kind and remember we are always better together.

Faye Bowerman
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Magna Carta Book Club meets on the first Tuesday of the month, taking it in turns to
meet in members’ homes. Obviously recently we haven’t been able to meet face to face
but a lot of us “met” over Zoom. We still had a glass of wine or a coffee and in some
cases cake too (one must keep up standards!)
Every month, we try to vary book genres by using suggestions from the host each time.
We have no barriers to the types of book and thoroughly enjoy the discussion they
provoke. There’s no obligation to read every book but we still enjoy a cuppa or a glass of
wine to hear what others thought. There is very often cake!
Recently, we read One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel García
Márquez, which is heralded as a landmark book in the magical-realism
genre. It got mixed reviews from our Book Club, being incredibly
imaginative with evocative descriptions, but the length of the book
made it a bit of a slog and the use of the same names throughout was
confusing. Hey ho, that’s the beauty of Book Club, a great discussion
among people with different perspectives!

A few books based on true stories were thought provoking, sometimes harrowing but
well worth the read:

The Tattooist of Auschwitz by Heather Morris was a heart-breaking story
that brings to life the power of love even in truly awful circumstances.
Strangely reassuring…..

The Salt Path by Raynor Winn, an uplifting book about a couple
coming to terms with loss, their rediscovery of each other and the
healing power of nature. With beautiful descriptions of the Cornish
landscape, we all agreed this was a great find.

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot. A tribute to the
lady who in the 1950s unknowingly donated her cancer cells, the first that
were able to survive outside the body indefinitely. Used in research
worldwide, they were used to develop a Polio vaccine, identify the HIV
virus and establish the connection between cervical cancer and HPV. The
book is written from the family view, questions ethics and the family price
of Henrietta’s “immortality”.
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Fiction-wise, we had a mix of genres:
Heartstone by C.J. Sansom, a historical mystery novel from the
Matthew Shardlake Series. Set in the 16th century during the reign
of King Henry VIII, the events of the novel take place in the summer
of 1545 and we were unanimous in our appreciation of the writing,
a real page turner.
The Third Twin by Ken Follett, we were a bit disappointed in the
predictability of this easy read. But it was one of Ken Follett’s early
works and we certainly loved Code to Zero, so would read more of
his titles.

The Binding by Bridget Collins, an intriguing tale of forbidden love
amid a background of superstition, fear and mystical power that
have you wondering if something like this obscure ritual did exist
long ago. The characters were believable and made you care what
happened to them. A fascinating read.
Socially, we had Christmas dinner at The George, giving Secret Santa book gifts.
We often plan trips out and are (still!) planning to visit the 100 year old bookshop
in Petersfield later in the year, inspired by the BBC
article. After tweeting that it had had a “tumbleweed”
day in January with no sales for the first time ever, the
shop has been inundated with online orders after the
author Neil Gaiman showed support. We’ll report back
on the trip hopefully in the next issue.
Meanwhile here’s a picture of a previous outing to the Garden
Museum in London, that we visited after reading Philippa
Gregory’s Earthly Joys. The subject of the book, the famous
gardener and naturalist John Tradescant, has some of his
artefacts on display in the museum and is also buried here.
Stay safe everyone and keep reading.
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LIBRARY NEWS

The CONTAINER LIBRARY (normally) parks in the Wraysbury Village Hall car park
every Wednesday and is open from 10 am to 1pm and 2pm to 7pm. It has a stair lift for
anyone with limited mobility.
The library has been busy, not only with regular readers, but also with many people
coming in to renew their Advantage Cards. Please remember to bring proof of identity
when you renew - Photo proof of ID, if you have an old Advantage card that is OK, and
recent proof of address (council tax, utility bill, bank statement).
At the time of writing (March 2020) the library is not visiting Wraysbury as the RBWM
have closed all libraries. Hopefully normal service will have resumed by the time you
read this.
As a reminder, the following facilities are available via the Library pages on the RBWM
website https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/info/200197/libraries/

•

Renewal of items

•

Access to a good selection of magazines

•

Select e-books and e-Audiobooks

•

Access Britannica Library – a really good online resource

The MOBILE LIBRARY stops outside Champney Hall in Horton every third Tuesday
between 1pm and 1:30pm. Scheduled dates for the rest of the year (assuming the library
service is back up and running) are as follows;

16 June
7 July
28 July
18 August
8 September
29 September
20 October
10 November
1 December
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The Perseverance
“A Proper Village Pub!”

Cask Marque & The Good Beer Guide Accredited
Freshly Prepared, Home Cooked Food Served Daily

Beautiful Beer Garden with Wood Fired Pizza Oven and BBQ
Beer, Cider & Gin Festivals
Available for Functions and Club / Society Meetings
Buskers Night 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month from 8:30pm
T’ Ukulele Tuesday Last Tuesday of the Month
Steak Night Wednesday from 5pm
Quiz Night Thursday from 9pm
Live Music Every Sunday from 4pm

2 High Street,
Wraysbury, TW19 5DB
01784 482375
www.facebook.com/ThePercyWraysbury

www.ThePercy.co.uk
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WRAYSBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
Well, since I wrote the last article for the Wraysbury News, so much has happened in the
world, but very little to the Horticultural Society.

Bodelwyddan Castle

Our last trip to Warners Bodelwyddan Castle in
December for their Turkey & Tinsel was enjoyed
by everyone, even though on our day trips the
places we visited had seemed already to have
gone into a "lockdown" situation, mostly
everywhere was closed, never mind, those cafés
that were open did very well out of our group.

As with every other club in the Village, indeed the
country, we are following Government guidelines
and have cancelled our May trip to Leonardslee
Gardens, as well as our short break to Chatsworth
House and the High Peaks in June. We have rebooked Leonardslee for May 5th 2021 and have
requested that Chatsworth be re-scheduled for
June next year.

Penshurst Place

Leonardslee Gardens

Our annual picnic this year to Penshurst Place on
July 1st may well not go ahead. We hope that our
visit to the Isle of Man will survive, but those
people who have already paid their deposits may
be reluctant to pay the balance by late June, even
though the company we deal with is ABTA
bonded, so everyone's money is safe, should we
be unable to travel. Even the Rhine Cruise
Christmas market trip may be in jeopardy at the
end of November.

Hopefully we will be through the pandemic by then and everyone will be raring to go
away, Pam & myself included.
But let's go to 2021, yes we do have two trips rebooked, and should we be unable to go
on our remaining trips this year, they also will be transferred to 2021. Before we entered
this period, we were planning for next year and had five possible ideas, one of which was
to visit several French Chateaus, brought about I suppose by our interest in the TV series
"Escape to the Chateau". We shall see.
Meanwhile our garden will get some loving care and attention, the sheds will be turned
out, and anything that stands still will get painted! By the time you read this article, we
hopefully will be through the worst of this virus, but in any case please stay safe, stay
healthy; we want your support for a few more years yet.

Pam & Ray Alletson
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Community Spotlight
Audrey Elliott: Our “Lavender” Lady
By Sue Britton
Audrey has lived in Wraysbury for 60 years and been a
supporter of village life for all that time. Nowadays, you can
find her tirelessly helping to raise money for MacMillan,
serving teas or selling raffle tickets at any village event.
Audrey at 90

Her proudest achievement in the village has been the
founding of the Wraysbury Players with her late husband Harry in 1966. Many of
you will have seen her perform on stage in the last 50 years. A naturally brilliant
comedic actress, Audrey has acted in and directed hundreds of plays to entertain
our residents and still loves to support the productions, bringing her famous
corned beef sandwiches to keep the cast going in rehearsal!
Audrey was born Audrey Willis on January 12th, 1930 in the suburbs of
Manchester, the daughter of working-class parents, her father being a postman
and her mother tirelessly cleaning the steps of warehouses to bring in extra
money. Her parents had proudly managed to put down a £1 deposit on a semidetached “Sunshine” house in Droylsden, by the time Audrey was 2 years old. A
Sunshine house had windows at the front and at the back, with open plan rooms
so that the sun (if there was any!) could flow right through.
The youngest of 3 children, she really was
the “baby” of the family as her brother was
10 years older and her sister Winnie was
already an adult of 18, working as a weaver
in the local mills. A bright girl, Winnie had
sadly missed out on a scholarship to
grammar school as her parents could not
afford to take up the opportunity.

Droylsden Mills

Audrey was a cheeky little girl, full of energy, who loved performing from an early
age. She set up mini concerts for her friends, making little tickets which she sold
for a halfpenny, to include a glass of lemonade. Using a sheet over the washing
line as a curtain, she sang and danced to their delight. What an entrepreneur!
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Audrey’s love of the colour lavender was established when she
was seven. As bridesmaid for her sister Winnie, she wore a
beautiful lavender dress and “Poke” bonnet. Happy
associations then followed, as she wore it to perform in the
school concert, singing “Sympathy” to great acclaim. Her
teacher remarked that she wished she always behaved that
way instead of being naughty!
Once war broke out, life in the Manchester suburbs changed dramatically, as it
did for the whole country. Audrey’s mother refused to have an air raid shelter,
so when the dreaded Doodlebugs came over, Audrey had to hide in the
cupboard under the stairs (like Harry Potter!) and wait until the danger passed.
Without money for buses or trams, walking the long distance to school meant
Audrey had to take cover in shop doorways during air raids. Long days at home
were spent knitting socks and mittens for the army, always in khaki wool.
Audrey loved playing piano and dancing but not being wealthy and it being
wartime, lessons for both were not an option. Audrey chose tap dancing, which
turned out to be a decision that shaped her future. During those early dance
lessons, she was selected for the professional dance troupe “The Manchester
Babes” and performed in pantomime with them for a few years.
Dancing was put on hold when Audrey left school at 14; she went straight into a
job as a typist for a national catalogue firm Oxendales. Her mother sent her to
work every day with her dinner in a basin, usually Lancashire hotpot wrapped in
a cloth, accompanied with bread, but without butter, as it was wartime. Luckily,
the typing pool was in the basement next to the factory boiler and the girls
could warm their dinners on there so they had a hot meal at lunchtime.
But Audrey didn’t give up her dream and
answered an advert for The Sherman Fisher Girls,
a dance troupe that rivalled The Tiller Girls in the
‘30s & ‘40s. The Sherman Fisher Girls were
famous for elaborate group dances, performing at
the Palladium and even featuring in films such as
“Band Waggon” with Arthur Askey and the Jack
Hylton Band (remember that name for later….)
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The Sherman Fisher Girls 1933

At 14 years old, Audrey found herself touring
Britain with The Sherman Fisher Girls, earning £5
per week which she sent home to her mother and
performing in places like Boscombe, Bournemouth
and Blackpool. She recalls having to apply brown
distemper-like powder to her legs daily and
washing the colour off thoroughly every night
before getting into bed at the local boarding
houses. Her parents were extremely proud and
came to see the show whenever it was near
Manchester. They never tired of seeing her on
stage, watching the Burnley show over and over!
In between runs, Audrey would take any
temporary job until the next show. However, she
Audrey aged 14 as a
kept up her dance practice by doing acrobatics in the
Sherman Fisher Girl
garden. One day, her neighbour Jack Hatchley had a
visitor, his best friend from the army. 24 year old Harry Elliott from Ealing peered
over the fence and must have been very impressed with 17 year old Audrey,
because he fell in love and asked her to marry him within a few weeks.
At first, Audrey’s father was not happy with the idea of his young daughter
getting married to a man she had only just met and him
taking her away to London. Not only that, but when she
left, her under 18 blue ration book which entitled her to
a highly prized banana would leave with her!
Luckily, Harry managed to persuade Mr Willis to sign the
papers with his plans to build his own house and they
were married in the church in Droylsden where Audrey
was christened, on March 27th 1948, only 5 months after
meeting. Audrey’s dad’s intuition was right as their
marriage turned out to be a happy one, lasting almost
40 years until sadly Harry passed away in 1987.

The newly-weds moved to Chiswick and two years later their son Ian was born.
Harry kept his promise when he bought land off Ouseley Road in rural Wraysbury
for £800 in 1958 and built a new home which they moved into in 1960. Audrey’s
parents saw the house finished before they passed away in the early 1960s.
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The call of the stage was always in Audrey’s heart
and in 1966 Audrey and Harry founded the
Wraysbury Players, along with another local
resident, Dennis Williams.
In August 1966, the Players paid 7/6d (37 ½ p) for
the first week’s rent and surveyed their village
home, now known as the old scout hut. With only
8 members they were limited in their choice of play, so joined
forces with the Sunbury Players and staged their first play ‘The Whole Truth’ in
January 1967. Rehearsals would sometimes overrun and forgetting the time, they
had a visit from the local bobby at 1.20 am! Up until they moved to the Village
Hall in 1972, they had staged 17 productions. In the new premises, they staged
more sophisticated comedies by Alan Ayckbourn and Noel Coward. Then luck
struck when they caught the eye of a retired drama teacher, Kay Watson. They
were soon into classics, even Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Audrey was involved in most productions, literally
“breaking a leg” in rehearsal for Aladdin, but even
then she supported from the side-lines. One of
her favourite moments was playing a
hypochondriac mother in Thanks For Having Me
in 2006. The author was secretly sitting in the
audience and highly praised her performance.

Thanks For Having Me

Remember the Jack Hylton reference? Audrey visited
Droylsden some years ago and was shown her Christening
certificate for the first time. Without a musical or dance
legacy in her family, it turned out that her Godmother was
none other than the famous singer Elsie Carlisle, renowned
for “A Nightingale Sang In Berkeley Square”. She performed
with the Jack Hylton band, as did The Sherman Fisher Girls.
Originally from Manchester, she befriended Audrey’s parents
Elsie Carlisle 1930s while establishing her career in the Working Men’s clubs,
where Audrey was taken as a baby. Maybe Elsie sprinkled stardust onto Audrey?
This year, Audrey celebrated her 90th birthday at The George in Wraysbury, with
family from all over the world. Guess which colour was the party
theme…...Encore, Audrey!
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WRAYSBURY WINE AND SOCIAL CLUB
Best wishes to you all; stay safe, healthy and sane!
Oh well, ‘the best laid plans of mice and men’ as they say (although I believe bats were
the cause of this virus originally!). We have some great things lined up for our monthly
meetings this year but now we are having to take each month as it comes. Our April
meeting was cancelled, as was the St Georges Night Dinner Dance and the West End
theatre trip to see ‘The Prince of Egypt’ later that month.
Normally our meetings take place on the first Tuesday of each month at 8pm in the
Village Hall; we have some excellent speakers, food and wine tastings plus our regular
wine making competitions. There is also a busy social side with dances and outings.
Among the delights we have in store for you this year are ‘Countries Night’ where four
groups of volunteers choose a country each and give tastings of wine and food typical
of that country; a belly dancer, with audience participation; a Cockney night with a Chas
and Dave style sing-a-long and a Spanish night with sangria, paella and a flamenco
dancer. It would be a shame to miss all that, we just have to hope that the ‘social
distancing’ rules can be lifted fairly quickly.
Virus permitting, our ‘Summer Dance’ will be on 1st August with a Pimms reception, a
two course meal and dancing to one of our favourite bands, ‘Big River Trio’; ‘Club Night’
will be on 24th October, a one course supper plus dance music from ‘the Evertones’;
‘New Year’s Eve’, on 31st December, begins with a welcome drink, there is a fancy dress
theme, a one course supper and dancing to ‘Midnight Oasis’.
Amongst all this we still find time to keep up with our original winemaking roots; with
competitions in January, February, June and October, including the three legs of Wine
Maker of the Year.
*WHY NOT JOIN THE WRAYSBURY WINE AND SOCIAL CLUB*
(Brewing skills NOT compulsory)
As you can see from the above there is always something interesting at our meetings
and you could be a part of this for only £10 a year. Just come along to the Village Hall
on the first Tuesday of the month, before our 8pm start time and make yourself
known to our Chairman, Ray Alletson or myself, Christine Morgan (Secretary); you will
be most welcome.
If you are interested in wine making we have many members willing to give you advice
and encouragement. There are competitions throughout the year and a chance to
become Wine Maker of the Year!

YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE A MEMBER TO ATTEND OUR DANCES!
Just ring Sheila Wareham on 01753 841132 for tickets
Christine Morgan (Sec) 01784 482175 or mccwnews@hotmail.co.uk
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AROMATHERAPY & STRESS MANAGEMENT
***************************************************
WHAT IS STRESS?
Stress, now considered a normal part of life, can be a positive
experience, creating a buzz of excitement, concentration or increased
energy, clarity of thought, self-esteem, confidence, rational thought,
happiness and contentment.
More often, however, the term is used to describe negative emotions
or feelings of anxiety or tension in overwhelming situations. This
negative stress occurs when there is a mismatch between the way we
perceive both the demands placed upon us and our ability to cope
with them. The difference between how we view the demands and
how we think we can cope determines the level of stress we
experience.
HOW AROMATHERAPY CAN HELP
Studies have shown that aromatherapy can be helpful in stress
management and prevention. It can help stimulate the immune
system, avoiding that run-down feeling which can leave a person
more vulnerable to viral or bacterial infections. A more balanced
lifestyle can be encouraged with the correct use of essential oils. A
balanced state of mind promotes vitality and enhances the ability to
cope with potential difficult situations e.g. business meetings,
presentations, visiting dentists, job insecurity and mental exhaustion.
WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Call Roma Therapies on 01784 483185 or 07940 756585 or
email rosemary@romatherapies.co.uk.
See also our website for other therapies - www.romatherapies.co.uk
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WVWI
Wraysbury Village
Women’s Institute
Est 2018
It’s now 2020 and the Wraysbury Village Women’s Institute continues to thrive, as word
has got out about how this group of ladies love nothing better than looking forward to
monthly meetings and a chance to chat over tea, coffee or a cheeky glass of wine.

The Committee Members meet regularly and bring their strengths to ensuring that this
lovely women’s club always has something to look forward to (the men of Wraysbury
often express their jealousy!).
The intention is to always have interesting speakers alternating with practical or hands
on sessions. Our Annual Dinner is now a firm fixture in the calendar, when we were
spoiled this January with a four-course meal of mouth-watering choices…topped up
with complimentary red and white wine. We still dream of the bruschetta, pea soup,
chicken coq au vin, beef casserole, chocolate or lemon tart….absolutely delicious,
courtesy of Nicky and Garry Hall, ably supported by Les Bradfield, as an ex-chef, with his
own high standards of presentation.
As our village’s designated PCSO, Les was joined by Jeff to give an amazing talk to us in
February all about scamming, safety in our homes and how to go about reporting
worrying behaviour or issues. The opportunity to ask many questions and be reassured
that they are here for us was incredibly informative and gratifying. Many members
went on to make appointments for Les to visit and give his advice on whether their
homes have sufficient security.
Although the Covid-19 pandemic means that the next couple of meetings are cancelled,
we still intend to continue as soon as possible with our Annual Quiz which involves
much hilarity, a long standing invitation for Tom to give us advice and talks on wildlife
photography and a visit from Therapy Dogs to name but a few planned evenings.
We also sadly had to
cancel our visits to
Highgrove and Bletchley
Park in April and May,
but promise that these
will be reorganised as
soon as we are able.

So much to look forward to – look out for the Wraysbury Village Women’s Institute
ladies supporting all local events or why don’t you come along on the 4th Tuesday of
each month and see what a warm and friendly bunch we are!

Nicola Harrington-Gray, PRESIDENT
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Area Communications
Network Cabling & Telephone Points

Supply and install telephone systems, telephone points and network
cabling
for business and residential
Free Estimates
Tel: 01784 488005

Mobile: 07885 212747

www.areacomms.co.uk
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Egham Choral
A Traditional Choir – Founded 1953

Egham Choral is a friendly and busy traditional choral society. There are several
Wraysbury residents who sing in the choir across all voice parts.
We are a friendly choir and welcome new members to join us. There are no auditions
to worry about and someone in each voice part is designated to welcome you and look
after you through your first weeks with us.
Sadly, like all clubs and organizations, we have not been able to meet for the last few
weeks and have had to cancel both our classical Spring Concert and our Summer
Concert of lighter music. The Committee have discovered the usefulness of meeting on
Zoom and very much hope we will be able to stage a concert in October showcasing
the music we were working on when Corona got the better of us. For this reason, we
would ask that new members join us in October to prepare for our Christmas Concert
which is always a joy to sing and much appreciated by our loyal audience.
Do keep an eye on the website for all the details.www.eghamchoral.org for our
proposed autumn concert and the start of our Christmas rehearsals.
Many of us are following a new learning curve and joining the Sing at Home Choirs
while we cannot meet. We hope that, Richard Robbins and David Darby, our own
professional musicians will be able to provide us with some on-line sessions very soon.
We rehearse on Monday evenings from 7:30pm to 9:30pm – broadly following school
terms. The rehearsal venue is the United Church of Egham (UCE), High Street,
Egham. UCE is an accessible venue with a ramp and wide doors. There is plenty of
parking nearby (free in the evenings). Contact our chairman on
chairman@eghamchoral.org for more details.
We look forward to seeing you at our autumn concert or welcoming you to join in our
singing in the next few months.

Lynn Moran (member since 1982, proving it is a great place to sing!)
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THE WRAYSBURY JAZZ CLUB
In 20 years this is the most difficult article for Wraysbury
News I have had to write. I know I’m not alone in this as we
are all in the same boat but here goes.
The Club enjoyed a really great Christmas concert with the
talented musicians of The Savannah Jazz Band. What is so
good about this band is the fact that their line up doesn’t change. They were formed
40 years ago, in fact the same year that Wraysbury Jazz Club started up, and it seems
that most of their members have been with them for most of that time. A bit like us!
As well as the music a full house of members enjoyed a delicious dinner, a few drinks &
a lot of fun.
We had a really good start to 2020 with a visit from Shades of Jazz in January and that
was followed by The Sopranos in February. These are both great bands that will be
back in Wraysbury, hopefully next year.
We managed to get our March concert in before we had to take a break and that was
the, mostly Danish, Doc Houlinds International Jazz Band. Lovely guys who make an
annual tour of the U.K. and we hope to see them back here one day.
Well, that’s it for the time being as we have had to cancel our spring programme. We
are anxious to resume as soon as possible as we have some exciting bands booked for
the rest of the year along with our special Jazz on the Side events. Another casualty is
the VE Day dance with Gary Woods Swing Band that we were arranging on behalf of
the Parish Council. The whole of the VE Day events have been postponed and it is
hoped that these can be held in November.
Keep a watch on our Facebook page and our website thewraysburyjazzclub.co.uk for
news of when we will be starting up again.
Stay safe

Rosemary Smith, Secretary

The Sopranos
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WRAYSBURY COUNTRY MUSIC CLUB

I write this report as the coronavirus epidemic is really beginning to take hold in the
country. From our club’s point of view we cancelled the concerts for April, May, June
and July this year some little while ago at the very beginning of the outbreak here in the
UK based upon what the science was predicting: if it passes fairly quickly then I am sure
that we can re-book the bands but I suspect that it will be some time before we are
back in the Village Hall enjoying evenings as we have known them.
Since the last report we enjoyed a really successful Christmas Party with music
provided by the Ian Highland Band who were appearing in the hall for the first time:
they are a 5 piece band who play a varied spectrum of country music which proved very
popular. The food which comprised a two course meal served to the tables was
prepared by DG Catering and I hope that their business can survive the pandemic
because it will prove very difficult to find a similar company to replace them.
At the March concert we managed to make our annual donations to charity: the first of
these was £500 to Parkinson’s UK, Woking and Weybridge Branch who are a largely self
funded group. The second cheque, also for £500, was for the Penrose Club which is a
social club for adults with special needs based in the Spelthorne and Runnymede area.
The music at this concert was provided by Black Steel who finished with the song ‘Best
of Friends’ which now seems particularly poignant in view of current problems.
As a result of the membership renewal we currently have approximately 220 members
which represents a small loss compared to last year but is still very encouraging.
All the bands are booked for 2021 including several new bands to the hall. Let us hope
that the situation will have returned to normal and that we will be able to enjoy them.
Finally may I thank Joy Christine, Tony, Barry and Barbara who are always present to set
up beforehand in the hall and additionally, all the other members who provide
assistance during the evening. I would also like to express my appreciation for the work
undertaken by Mark and Jackie in the hall both before and after our functions.

Frank Burry 01784-483383

frank.burry587@btinternet.com
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LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE VILLAGE
EAT IN OR TAKEAWAY
BAKED FRESH DAILY BAGUETTES – ROLLS – PASTRIES
SANDWICHES – SALADS – JACKET POTATOES
PANINIS – WRAPS
CAPPUCCINO – LATTE – ESPRESSO
SMOOTHIES – FRAPPES
MILKSHAKES – TEAS
WE ALSO CATER FOR CORPORATE
BREAKFASTS & LUNCHES
TELEPHONE 01784 488080
EMAIL: KAREN@KARELLIES.CO.UK
WWW.KARELLIES.CO.UK
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Wraysbury Community First Responders
Jan and I continue to respond in Wraysbury
though neither of us signing on quite as much as
we and South Central Ambulance Service (SCAS)
would like due to travel and family commitments.
However, I’ve been on call for 175 hours in the last
six months, exceeding my twenty hours per month
commitment by fifty percent. During that time,
I’ve attended 31 incidents, some in Wraysbury and
Horton and many in Old Windsor and Slough.
Community First Responders (CFRs) login when they are available, for me when I’m
doing office work at home and can afford to be disturbed. I’ve tried CFRing when
gardening but by the time I’ve washed and changed into my uniform, I’m liable to miss
the two minutes on the road target. CFRs are called by the Clinical Coordination Centre
“despatch” to incidents to which an ambulance has already been sent. We are called to
incidents typically within 8km (5 miles), though Old Windsor looks a lot closer on the
map than it is to drive and getting anywhere during rush hour ahead of an ambulance
running a blue light is a challenge! CFRs drive their own vehicle to the incident and can
arrive at the scene before an ambulance gets there. By being able to start life-saving
medical treatment earlier, we really can help to save more lives. Even if we arrive after,
we can often help the crew.
Your local CFRs are me (Andy Bouch) and Jan Coates. We are just two of the over 1,000
Community and Co-Responders who support SCAS across Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Hampshire and Oxfordshire.
If you want to talk about what we do and how you could become a First Responder talk
to me andy.bouch@sca-charity.org.uk or our Windsor scheme coordinator
frank.epstein@sca-charity.org.uk

Andy Bouch, Wraysbury CFR

Wraysbury Community First
Responders supporting:
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What a difference six months makes!
The entry for Wraysbury History Group in the December issue of Wraysbury News
reports on those talks and events held in 2019, including a very positive write up on a
talk by Nick Pollard in November about Spelthorne in Art. This was written in
anticipation by Maggie Gardiner who was really looking forward to that talk. Sadly
Maggie passed away just two days before the talk, finally succumbing to her long term
health problems. The talk went ahead, in memory of her and all the effort she had put
in to arranging it and many others over the past few years. It was just as she had
anticipated – extremely interesting.
It was decided not to go ahead with the usual Group Christmas social in December, not
only because of the passing of Maggie, but also because our Treasurer, Graham Morley,
was also seriously ill and in Thames Valley Hospice. Graham was at home for a short
time over Christmas but returned to the Hospice soon afterwards and died in February.
So the Wraysbury History Group was left both leaderless and rudderless, but thanks to
the hard work of both these individuals the Group did not only have a programme of
speakers for 2020 but also sound finances thanks to their successful application for a
Grant from the Wraysbury Parochial Charities – one of their last actions for the Group.
It is only right that thanks to both of them on behalf of the Group are registered here.

The New Season started in March, as planned, with an Archives evening, Social and
Raffle. The meeting was well attended. Tony Kimber gave a short talk on the
background to the Wraysbury History Group and some of its achievements since 1972,
and also on the organisation of the Archives and what was in it. Once again Janet Pugh
set up some of the more recent acquisitions on display, and Peter Lord gave a short
summary of how the Parish Council was initially trying to digitise the contents of the
Archives so that lists of what is there can be seen on the Internet, and how, in the
future, images of much of it might be also viewed on the Internet.
The meeting then discussed the future. Firstly it was agreed to postpone the meeting
and talk planned for 9th April. The clear reason for this is the Government guidelines
because of the Coronavirus pandemic.
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Tony Kimber was elected Treasurer of the group and it was also decided that, in future the
programme would be planned by a small committee of four who would meet twice a year
to do this.
Speakers have provisionally been arranged for June and July 2020 but these are probably
in doubt due to the Coronavirus situation. Announcements will be made nearer the time
on Facebook and on posters. There is no meeting in August. Speakers for September,
October and November 2020 are still to be arranged and these meetings will be advertised
by posters and on Facebook.
Under normal circumstances the meetings are held in the Colne Room of Wraysbury
Village Halls on the second Thursday of each month starting at 7.30pm. Subscriptions are
£15 for the year from March. Visitors are most welcome at £2.50 per visit and new
members can join with a pro-rata fee depending at what time of the year they join.

Tony Kimber

01784 483801 TonyKimber1@aol.com

Diana Hughes

01784 482729 dianajhughes@btinternet.com

Wendy Kessack

01784 482312 stott.kessack@gmail.com

Jan Willis

01784 483499 jwillis248@btinternet.com
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News from the Wraysbury Village Archive
From the Archives – 38 years ago – Sometimes good things come from Motorways!

The usual opening hours are every Thursday from 10am until noon in the Village Hall
so do come and visit us.
Our current activity in the Archive is to digitise the index, with the objective of making
this available through the Parish Council website. People will be able to browse/search
this index selecting things of interest to view at future visits to the Archive. This is
more of a marathon than a sprint but we will have something up and running before
the next edition of Wraysbury News.
We will then continue with the itemisation of all the individual documents in the
Archive – an even greater undertaking. Feel free to volunteer your help.
The Archive is happy to be the repository of minutes for clubs and societies, for
preference electronically (mail to the address below). For instance, a recent visitor to
the Archive was looking for minutes for one of the village societies and although there
were a number of editions of the minutes, there was not the one required.
Contact us on

wraysbury.archive@wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk
or just pop in on a Thursday.
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In Memory of Graham Morley

Graham was born in 1945 in Lewisham and brought up in Acton where he grew up
with his brother Howard and sister Christine. He studied engineering and as a result
became a racing car engineer, working on rally cars. He was a key part of rally teams,
maintaining and servicing Mini Coopers. That was in the days when Mini Coopers
swept all before them, so Graham was right at the top of his profession. He would also
fix up cars for the stars. Peter Sellers was one among many who brought his car to
Graham for repairs.
Graham met Sally when she was out walking on Ealing Common. Along came Graham
on his motorbike. He certainly set his cap at Sally even though her parents weren’t
that enthusiastic about this biking boyfriend. He was soon writing to her, signing off
from “Gray, his quiff and his motorbike.” Graham also had a white Triumph Roadster
sports car – everything a young man needs… They were married in style in 1967 and
have remained together ever since.
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Later, with two friends, Graham formed the company Motorcycle City. He soon
demonstrated his amazing talent for business. He imported Hondas and won the
Honda Dealers Award year after year. This led to many trips abroad, to Japan and
other countries. Some of the trips were memorable holidays for him and Sally – these
were prizes from Honda for his success. Motorcycle City grew to become the largest
motorbike dealer in Europe.
Graham was a devoted family man, an incredibly supportive father to Amanda and
Jonathan and grandfather to Ollie, Mimi, Oscar, Zachary, Tabitha and Jake. He adored
his family and always gave unconditional support. He cheered them on the
touchlines come rain, wind or shine and followed their activities all over the country.
His engineering skills were in demand again as he built electric cars for the
grandchildren to drive around the garden.
When Graham retired from Motorcycle City he took up ancestral research. He helped
many people trace their families. He was very widely read and extremely
knowledgeable about history, especially the history of the two World Wars. He
participated in Wraysbury’s celebration of the 100th anniversary of the end of WW1
and has been working hard on the celebration of the 75th anniversary of VE day,
currently postponed until November owing to the coronavirus.
Graham is probably best known here in Wraysbury for his work on local history. He
was an enthusiastic leader of the local History Group and a born researcher. The
same methodical patience and meticulous eye for detail that had made him such a
gifted engineer were perfectly re-applied to genealogy and history. Graham is of
course the author of that beautiful illustrated volume of the history of Wraysbury
“Wraysbury Then and Now”, a treasure trove for all local residents. I am reliably
informed it is the only book of its kind ever to make a profit in this area. There’s
Graham’s touch of success again!
There are so many other sides to this remarkable man. He was extremely fit and full
of vitality: he went on long distance walks, for example the whole Thames Path,
South Downs Way and so on. Sally would come out in the car to minister to him and
take him somewhere warm and dry between stints! He loved his (pedal) bike and
went for long distance rides, writing two books about his travels. He also loved clay
pigeon shooting, was very, very good at problem solving and mending things. A very
genuine person, Graham was always a pleasure to be with, full of enthusiasm,
dependable, a man of his word who always gave of his best. He will be greatly missed
in Wraysbury.

Graham Morley died on 2 February 2020 after a long struggle with cancer
and was buried on 17 February in St Andrew’s Churchyard, where he wished
to be laid to rest, in the heart of the community which he loved and served so
very well.
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In Memory of bruce gilligan
Bruce and his wife Juliette have lived in Wraysbury since 2004. Bruce
was a talented illustrator, author and dog lover who could often be
seen in Thamesfield walking his best friend Bracken. An unassuming
man, what you may not know about Bruce was that he dedicated his
life to helping people with cancer. Here is the story of this
remarkable man who had so much more to give, was taken far too
early but left a wonderful legacy.
Life for Bruce started in Edinburgh in 1961, the son of a textile designer, which took the
family to West Yorkshire in 1965. Bruce found himself in a new school being bullied for his
Scottish accent, so his family moved him into a private school to avoid the malice.
At 11, he was accepted into Grammar School, where, although Bruce was not particularly
academic, he left at sixteen with a handful of ‘O’ levels. His favourite subject was art which
he excelled at.
Regrettably for Bruce, unemployment in the 1970s was high and meant that an artistic
career was not on the cards, so Bruce took a job as an apprentice plater in an engineering
firm. Things looked up for him when he met Juliette in 1979 and they were married in
1982. Once Bruce finished his apprenticeship, they could finally buy their first home,
moving in just as their first baby Chloe was born.
The end of 1985 should have been a happy time as Juliette was expecting their second
child. However, after a spell of working seven days a week Bruce began feeling unwell and
then found a lump in his groin. After two months of antibiotics he was referred to see a
specialist who diagnosed non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, a cancer of the lymphatic system. His
son, Jamie, had just been born.
Bruce began an intensive 4 week course of radiotherapy at Cookridge Hospital in Leeds,
after which he went into remission. Seeing the need for hospital funding and wanting to
help, Bruce used his illustrating skills to raise money by drawing caricatures of his
workmates and raffling them. The experience of being a cancer patient completely
changed his outlook on life and he felt he could do more to help people in his position.
That was when his obsession with oncology began.
Giving up engineering, Bruce retrained to become a nurse,
graduating in 1990. He really had found his vocation as he then
won a scholarship to become a Specialist Oncology Nurse at the
Royal Marsden in Surrey. Despite having to be away from home
for nine months, he qualified with Distinction and then stayed for
another year to gain valuable expertise in the field, writing
several key articles for nursing journals.

He travelled back home between shifts on his beloved motorbike, a
Kawasaki GPZ750. Then an offer of a position at the Northern General
Hospital in Sheffield meant he could finally return home.
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Then Bruce was head hunted by a pharmaceutical company to train their own staff about
cancer therapies. Although it meant that he would have to leave the NHS he loved and
again stay away from his family, Bruce felt that this work was critical in improving
understanding and patient care. He lived in hotels for 7 years, mostly the Langley Marriott
and was even asked to open their Airport Hotel, as their best customer! The family were
reunited in 2001 when they were able to move south, initially to Datchet and then to
Wraysbury in 2004.
Bruce went on to work with several other companies on the launch of major cancer drugs
such as Taxol, becoming an expert in breast cancer. In 2008, Bruce started Oncology Ltd,
offering sales and marketing expertise to companies specialising in cancer therapies.

In-between contracts, Bruce became TEFL qualified and achieved his
Day Skipper licence, sailing from Malaga to Menorca. He also spent time
with his best friend Bracken, a sensitive, doting, big and clumsy border
collie. He and Bruce were inseparable so when Bracken became ill at
seven years old it was a shock, especially as Bracken had exactly the
same cancer as Bruce had suffered. Bracken was given weeks to live
unless he had chemotherapy. Bruce took good care of him during
treatment until, amazingly, he went into remission.
Then, in 2014 Bruce’s family suffered, like many others in Wraysbury, the floods, moving
temporarily to Old Windsor. Stress levels were high and unfortunately Bracken’s cancer
returned after two years of remission. The vet advised that as he had responded so well
previously, they were prepared to try it again and so another six months of vet visits and
treatment began. Incredibly, Bracken came through again……
To try to forget what was happening with the house repairs and Bracken’s
illness, Bruce turned to his love of writing and drawing to create a book for
children, “Drifting”, helping them cope with flooding. In 2016, the effects of
Bruce’s earlier radiotherapy became apparent as his arteries
were found to be severely damaged and he had the first of
many stents fitted. Sadly, Bracken’s story ended at that time,
dying at home.
Bruce had his children’s books published in 2019 and was working on a third,
‘Healing’, about Bracken’s battle with cancer. He gave an interview on “Swan
Radio”, where his easy style and compassion came across in his soft Scottish brogue.
His books will be read to his grandchildren, Piers and Ava, so
they will always remember their ‘Papa’. Bruce was a
perfectionist, a humble man and although he struggled with his
health and flooding anxiety, he was helping others till the end of
his life with an article published in Action Radiotherapy’s
newsletter, about the long-term effects of radiotherapy and the
need to monitor patients after this vital treatment.
Bruce’s death in January 2020 came unexpectedly. He had so much more to do, but he left
a wonderful legacy in his writing, illustrations and his essential work with cancer.
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Wraysbury Dragons
Raise Their Game
For the second year in a row Wraysbury Dragons have been crowned the National
Dragon Boat Champions. Top of the league after the first event of the season they
never relinquished first place, dominating their rivals on their way to the 2019 trophy.
Always competitive, the key to Wraysbury's second successive league title has been
their incredible consistency throughout the season winning four league fixtures and
finishing second in the remaining two. A record that no other club could match.
What Is Dragon Boat Racing?
Dragon boat racing is a fast-paced team
sport. The 40ft long boats sit 20
people, in pairs, who paddle in time to
the rhythm set by a drummer sitting at
the front. The boats are adorned with a
dragon's head, tail and scales.

The view the opposition had this season!

Races in the UK league take place
around the country over the spring and
summer. Teams usually compete over
200 or 500m, and, in recent years a
distance race of between 1500 and
5000m has been added to each league
event. These longer distances have at
least one turn in them, which, when
carried out at racing speed with other
crews in close proximity, add further
excitement to the competition.

Another League & Cup Double
Wraysbury Dragons carried their form into the
National Cup competition that took place at
the end of September. The difference from
last year’s competition, when Wraysbury
burst spectacularly into life in the final race,
was that this time around the team were
competitive in every race - and in a pleasing
symmetry to the league season - winning four
events and finishing a close second in two Close racing & amazing weather at the
others, resulting in Wraysbury completing a
National Cup competition
second successive league and cup double.
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Some of the Wraysbury crew celebrating their league win at the Nottingham Trent event
Wraysbury Dragons Need You!
One of the joys of the sport is the inclusiveness;
Wraysbury Dragons have members ranging from
17 to 60+, newcomers who only took up the sport
this summer, through to experienced GB athletes.
The club always welcomes new members
whatever their age or ability, so if you are curious
as to what the sport is all about and how far it can
take you please come along to one of our training
sessions on Thursday evenings, 7pm or Sunday
mornings at 10am.
The club train out of Wraysbury Skiff and Punting
Club, next to the Runnymede Recreation Ground,
off the A308.
The 2019 National League
trophy held by the coaches
Check out our website:
https://wraysburyskiffandpuntingclub.com/what-is-dragon-boating/

or Facebook page for more information:
https://www.facebook.com/Wraysbury-Dragons-303640960121755/

Dave Sutton, Wraysbury Dragons
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Modern Mortgage Solutions
Personalised Mortgage Finance

The Best Mortgage For You
With specialist expertise and comprehensive software, we find
and arrange the best mortgage for your personal needs.

Support from Start to Finish
From initial consultation through to completion, we liaise on your
behalf between your lender, solicitor, surveyor and estate agent
to help speed your purchase.

Whatever You Need
Whether it’s your first home, moving on to suit family needs,
investing in a buy-to-let, equity release or downsizing to retire,
we are here for you with the latest advice and personalised help.

Peace Of Mind
Protecting you and your loved ones for the future with tailored
mortgage protection is a priority. We can make sure you have the
right type and amount of protection so you have peace of mind.

Talk To Us Without Obligation
Phone today for a chat or make an appointment.

Yulisha Naidoo CeMAP, CeRER
Mortgage and Protection Adviser

Tel: 020 8787 5225, Mobile: 07985 525 439
E mail: yulisha.naidoo@modsols.co.uk
www.modsols.co.uk
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Wraysbury Drain Action Group (DRAG)
Dear All,

At the time of writing this, the UK is in uncharted waters, residents are
ordered to stay at home and only leave the house for essential items or to
work if you cannot work from home and you are a key worker. I do hope that
you and your families are safe and well.
Needless to say, undertaking works on the Wraysbury Brook is not essential.
Whilst we have our action plan covering 16 items that we intended to work
through and progress during 2020, we have not made any arrangements for
these due to the circumstances we all face.

What we have done since our last update is:

•

RBWM confirmed that new keys to operate the radial weir at the
entrance to the Brook have been obtained. This allows the height of
the weir to be adjusted and allow more water to flow into the Brook.
However, we need to undertake some works in the Brook to remove
some high spots before we consider altering the height of the weir.

•

Obtained from RBWM the remaining unused funds from the grant we
received in 2019. This will allow us to make a contribution to tree
surgeons that have helped us on previous clean-up days and
potentially hire machinery on our next clean-up day.

•

Progressed discussions with RBWM on the possibility of reinstating
annual weed control spraying in the Brook. Early days but there is
positivity to discuss further.

There is one item that we can look to progress individually as residents whilst
we are confined to barracks. These are areas that we wanted to assist
residents with, but is worth looking at to see what can be done by yourselves.
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Residents and landowners who have the Brook running through your property,
the Brook is highlighted in RED on the map, can we please ask the following:
•

Take some photos of the Brook and post them on the Wraysbury Drain
(DRAG) Support Group on Facebook, message them to Jenny Strange or
myself via Facebook Messenger

•

Include with your photo the location and a description of what the Brook
is like, are there any high or narrow spots restricting or blocking the
waterflow. Is there excessive weed growth, silt or items restricting or
potentially blocking the waterflow?

•

If you feel able, have the equipment and it is safe to do so, could you
remove the items restricting the waterflow and any high spots. This will
need to be done with members of your household if we are still in
lockdown

•

Tell us about your adventures/achievements and post some photos
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If the Government has removed some of the social distancing measures, it may
be possible to ask neighbours or reach out to the DRAG for some support in
clearing the section of the Brook in your land. Obviously, we have limited
resources and would prioritise areas to improve the waterflow working from
the train station on Station Road heading towards Staines Road first.
The intention of the DRAG is to focus on improving the waterflow, which will
help to maintain the Brook and reduce vegetation growth. Included in this is
remedial clearing works and we appreciate your support. We are looking
longer term to any substantial maintenance works should they be required.

Please join our Facebook page Wraysbury Drain (DRAG) Support Group at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/317889072417511/ to keep up to date on
what is happening
Stay safe and best wishes to you and your families,
Garry Fitch
On behalf of the DRAG
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Village Drycleaners
Expert Alterations and Repairs
Dry Cleaning Shoe Repairs Key Cutting

Free Collection and Delivery Service
2a Staines Road Wraysbury TW19 5BS
01784 481778/07932475176
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Age Concern Wraysbury & Horton
I am writing this in the middle of the Coronavirus outbreak and trust you are all safe
and well. By the time this publication is on your doorstep, hopefully the worse will
be over and we can all start to look forward to normality again.
Of course, all my plans for outings are on hold this year and I am hoping that next
year we can go to some of the venues I had in mind. Nevertheless, we did manage
to celebrate last Christmas with a Christmas lunch for everyone brought in by
caterers and followed by a raffle.
We also had our annual three course lunch at Warners Sinah Warren on Hayling
Island. It was a nice relaxing coach ride to the island with a glimpse of the sea and
beach before we arrived. As usual we were met by some friendly faces and taken to
the ballroom for refreshments before lunch. After lunch we had time to look around
and then saw the excellent pantomime they put on before our trip home.
We meet on a Thursday in the Wraysbury Village Hall from 10 – 12.30 for a very
sociable morning, perhaps just to chat, play bingo, knitting or making things for the
homeless and the Macmillan Spring Fair, and of course, tea, coffee, biscuits and
often cakes.
Our team of drivers and ‘shotguns’ do a fantastic job for us, picking up members on
a Thursday morning and taking them home afterwards. They also take them to
Staines and Egham for shopping on alternative Wednesdays which is very helpful.
Should anyone wish to be picked up and taken home afterwards, please contact
Mrs Elderfield on the telephone number below. Thanks to all the drivers for your
safe, reliable service, we certainly could not operate without you. If there is anyone
who could spare some time helping with the driving on a rota basis it would be
greatly appreciated.
I also send a big thank you to everybody who gives their time to help and we always
welcome new members and helpers. This also goes for you men out there as well!!
Just turn up at one of our meetings - we would be pleased to see you.
For more information, please phone Mrs Elderfield on 01784 482864.

Pam Gabriel, Chairman

Wraysbury & Horton Age Concern
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POP – IN
As I write this message from Pop-In our future is
uncertain. It is the end of March and like one third
of the world‘s population we are in lockdown due
to a global pandemic caused by the Covid-19 virus.
All around the country we are following the
Government guidelines and staying at home to
help our wonderful NHS and to save lives.

Throughout the country all the front line workers from every walk of life have been
marvellous. I think many of us have witnessed tremendous acts of unselfish behaviour
that have been overwhelming. We are indeed indebted to them all.
On behalf of all the elderly members of Pop-In I would like to thank the Wraysbury
volunteers, our village pubs, restaurants, residents, and the local shops. Their
generosity, support and assistance given to us all, has been most gratifying. Wraysbury
is a remarkable village; I am most grateful to be part of such an incredible community.
When you read this, many of our lives will have changed radically. However, we have
perhaps learnt that life is far more fragile than we would ever have realised.
For the foreseeable future there are no meetings or outings planned, all our lives are
on hold at this present time. Let us hope with all of our efforts in self isolating, not
taking part in any group gatherings, and practising social-distancing, together we will
have beaten the virus.
Sadly many of the planned future summer events for the village have been cancelled.
With all our lives in turmoil it is difficult to make any future plans. However, hopefully
by the time the June issue of Wraysbury News arrives in our letterboxes there will be
much happier news to share with one another.
Many thanks to the Wraysbury News team; despite the difficulties we are facing they
have pulled out all the stops to make sure that we all receive a copy of the June issue.
THREE CHEERS and a huge thank you to the team.
I send you all my best wishes and my hope for the return of our freedom and happier
times later this year.
Kind regards

Polly Regan
Tel; home 01784 481817
Tel; mob 07767 486023
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Food Available
Wednesday – Friday 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am – 1:00 pm
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Wraysbury Village Club was founded in 1884 and is located in the heart of the village.
The club exists for the benefit of its members and is registered Friendly Society with
affiliation to the Club and Institution Union (CIU).
Non-members are always welcome and can be signed in on entry by an existing member.
Membership application is encouraged and blank application forms can be obtained from
the bar staff or from a member of the committee.
You are always guaranteed a friendly welcome from the Steward and his cheerful bar
team. The club has an extensively stocked bar, with a host of lagers, ales, ciders and
spirits, all at fantastically low prices.

There is a full range of free entertainment on offer, including live music, great show
bands, tribute acts, theme nights, discos, race nights, bingo and a meat /wine raffle and
open the box (Jackpot regularly hits £1000.00) every Sunday.
Every Wednesday there is an open mic night where a variety of artists perform a wide
selection of music.
August is the famous beer and gin festival taking place over the Bank Holiday weekend.
There are two full sized snooker tables within the club together with a separate sports bar
which shows all major sporting events including a large screen within the main bar.
The kitchen is open on Saturday mornings from 10:00 for breakfast and good quality
home cooked food is available Wednesday - Friday, with daily specials.
There is a lovely maintained garden for members and guests to enjoy, including families
with young children.
The club has an active management committee who are committed to ensure the club
and its facilities are maintained to the highest standards.
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WRAYSBURY VILLAGE TRUST
Dear All,
There is no doubt that we are living in times no one predicted or even thought
possible. We might still be isolating when you read this or taking life at a completely
different pace. It goes without saying that all of us on the Wraysbury Village Trust wish
each and everyone one of you good health, happiness and above all kindness and best
wishes for the future.
Wraysbury is very lucky with the help and organisation that has been offered right at
the beginning and Carly Gibbons, our Secretary has been more than helpful as I know
first-hand. I was taken bad with the virus at the beginning of lockdown in March and it
made me think about the situation we are all in and how many people helped or
are still helping. It was delightful to receive a letter from Margaret Lenton and also No
10. A huge thanks to the Pharmacy, The George, The Percy and all the local shops for
what has been nothing short of amazing. These guys usually always help us with raffle
prizes which assist in our fund-raising and once again the simple kind things that have
helped the people of Wraysbury. It was decided not to send out our usual dates for
your diary! Some payments had already been made for various events of which we
have donated the money to the societies to keep for what we hope and pray will be
future events.
Lots of us have missed out on big social events and family celebrations. I do not know
where we will be in June, but hoping that by the end of the year we will continue with
our fund-raising and possibly have the biggest and best party to celebrate. I sincerely
hope that each and every one of our members is healthy and I know committed to
future events that will happen in our lovely village soon or maybe already beginning,
as this was written at Easter.
Once we know the situation be in no doubt that we will be in touch and back to
“business”; in the meantime stay safe, healthy and happy.
Best wishes always,

Marilyn Ferguson
Chair of Wraysbury Village Trust
Please do not hesitate to contact myself or Carly Gibbons, Secretary if you wish to
learn more about the WVT.
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MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT
Since the last edition of the Wraysbury News we have
held our Macmillan Christmas Bazaar. This was very
well supported raising in excess of £1,500 and hopefully
enjoyed by all. This would not be such a successful event without our lovely stall
holders, both regular and new and of course our very loyal band of helpers. Audrey,
Lesley, Jim, Anne, family and granddaughters, Daisy, Rose and Ellie who with the help of
friends do an admirable job serving cakes, teas and clearing tables. Also thanks to Alice
and all who made donations of delicious cakes, biscuits and scones. There wasn't even
one left over for Glyn and I to enjoy with a cup of tea when we got home!
A huge thank you to Jackie and Mark, our Village Halls Managers who not only set
everything up for us and clear away but also run the Macmillan bric-a-brac
stall, collecting bric-a-brac from around the village, setting it all up, selling then packing
away afterwards. Thanks for all the wonderful raffle donations, especially Wraysbury
Co-op and Billy at The Frost Partnership. We also received a wonderful donation from
Lisa at WN Shipping Colnbrook, of enough tea, coffee and sugar to cover our Macmillan
events for several years to come, thank you for supporting Macmillan.
Sadly our Spring Fair, due to go ahead on 21st March had to be cancelled at short
notice due to Coronavirus. Although at the time this wasn't mandatory, many of our
helpers, stallholders and supporters were in the vulnerable category so it was the
responsible thing to do. We apologise for the short notice.
At the time of writing this we are all starting our isolation in our homes, only going out
for essentials, not knowing what the future holds! Wraysbury has become an even
more special place to live with neighbours helping and checking on neighbours,
volunteer groups being set up and even the local pub offering meals to our over
seventies! Hopefully by the time you read this we will have beaten this terrible virus
and Wraysbury will be celebrating in its unique way whilst continuing to help each
other in a way that only Wraysbury can!
We are looking forward to seeing you all at our Macmillan Coffee Morning in
September and the Christmas Bazaar on 21st November.
Wishing you all a very healthy and happy summer.
Thank you all for your continued support.

Debbie Larcombe
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S.D. WHITING & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Specialists in all types of taxation work including Income Tax, V.A.T.,
Corporation Tax and P.A.Y.E

Willing to discuss all fees before embarking on any assignments.

Capable of providing the required service to all large and small businesses.

76 Ouseley Road, Wraysbury Tel: 01784 483872

57 Church Street, Staines Tel: 01784 455405
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WRAYSBURY PAROCHIAL CHARITIES
The Wraysbury Parochial Charities is a charitable trust fund that is an amalgamation of
seven individual historic local charities, the oldest of which dates back to the 16th century,
the most recent to the 1980’s. The six charities were first combined in 1898 into a
collective “Scheme” devised by the Charity Commission, as the Wraysbury Parochial
Charities. The charity’s various historic bequests have been invested to generate an
income that is distributed to individual Wraysbury parishioners in need, as well as to
worthy local causes that generally benefit our village and its residents.

The Scheme was revised and updated with the Commission in 1980, and again recently this
past February, with a new governing document that lays down how the charity is
administered and managed, how the Trustees are appointed, and setting down rules as to
how its investments are to be managed, and its annual income is to be applied.
There are nine Trustees of the charity who are collectively responsible for its operation and
management, and who meet at least every calendar quarter to receive requests for
funding support. Although we therefore generally meet only every three months or so, we
can and do move very quickly when we are made aware of an urgent need for help.
In years past, the charity has made significant funds available to help with various
community projects, as well as making funding support available direct to Wraysbury
residents, some of whom find themselves in difficult circumstances. Community projects
that we have funded in the past include helping with repairs and new equipment for the
Village Halls, supporting the fitting out of the Community building on the Green which
doubles as the Scout/Guide Headquarters, as well as acquiring the old village “swimming
area” that is situated opposite the Community building, and which plays host to the annual
Scout bonfire and fireworks display.
Regrettably we cannot fund the operating expenses of local clubs/societies as that action is
precluded in our constitution. But we can and do provide support for the village’s clubs
and societies’ projects, as well as supporting the “community assets” mentioned above,
and perhaps most importantly, to individual Wraysbury residents who find themselves in
need of help. For example we have been able to offer financial help in acquiring specialist
equipment for one disabled resident and improved disabled access for another. The
Trustees between them have a fairly broad knowledge of Wraysbury, and a reasonably
good appreciation of what is happening in the village in general terms, but it is nonetheless
possible for individual deserving cases that are sometimes in urgent need of support, to
slip through the net.
If you think that this might apply to you or to anyone that you know please make us aware
of the circumstances by contacting our Secretary, Sue Chapman, whose contact details can
be found in the Directory of Clubs and Organisations in this issue.

Alan Buckland, Chairman
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Tel: 01784 482 623

Mob: 07834 023 255

UNIT 1, TITHE LANE, WRAYSBURY TW19 5NQ

Office@AutocareWraysbury.co.uk

www.AutocareWraysbury.co.uk

SERVICING TO & ABOVE MAIN DEALER STANDARDS
FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY
LEASE COMPANY & AA APPROVED
ADVICE COSTS NOTHING!

DIAGNOSTICS, SERVICING, REPAIRS & TYRES
YOUR LOCAL GARAGE LOOKING AFTER YOU!

Catering to the individual’s needs

Registered Charity No.: 1065060

Hounslow Animal Welfare Society has its roots in West London and our Wraysbury
contact is Nicola Harrington-Gray on 07902 046490.

I’m sure you can all remember
the article we wrote about a
kitten called Gilbert (left) who
was born with a severely
deformed
sternum
and
unlikely to live very long. We
are now delighted to report
that after his pioneering
surgery he’s been given the all
clear and can look forward to a normal life expectancy. The
even better news is that he has been adopted and looks as if he is settling into his new
home very easily (above right).
We are now up against a very different problem due to the Covid-19 outbreak. Our
normal procedure is to carry out a home visit before an adoption takes place but that
isn’t possible so we are trying to find ways of doing virtual visits. Of course that relies
on people having the technology in place to be able to do this. Even if we manage to
make this work the next issue is how we protect our fosterers who under normal
circumstances are happy for adopters to come to their homes to meet the cat or
kittens and spend as long as they like with them. The less we home the less stray or
unwanted cats and kittens we can take in. All rescues are up against the same
problem and to compound the problem most vets are only dealing with emergencies,
so the ability to temporarily board at the vet practices we use is no longer an option.
We can only hope that by the time this is published the situation will have improved.
We can be contacted by telephone on 020 8560 5443 or by email at cats@hawsanimals.org.uk (preferred method). For more information on our charity and ways you
can assist or donate please have a look at our website www.haws-animals.org.uk

We are always in desperate need of donations of cat food, Dreamies (or other treats)
and cat litter so if you are able to help in any way, however small, please contact

Nicola Harrington-Gray on 07902 046490.
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WRAYSBURY PLAYERS
The beginning of 2020 saw the Wraysbury Players perform their annual pantomime,
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs directed by Claire Wood & Ellie Nutt, which included
a larger than normal number of children from the Village.

Their performances, as well as
the usual adult contributions,
resulted in record audience
numbers and everyone
seemingly having a good time.

At the time of writing we are unable for obvious reasons to advertise further
productions, but we hope that the annual Quiz Challenge can go ahead as normal, so
please put the date of the 9th September in your diary with a question mark.
Meanwhile, here are some memories from happier times, can you name these Pantos?

Photos courtesy of Nigel Gray
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A STAR PERFORMER MOVES ON
LINDA PARKINSON (JACKMAN)
By Jim Minter
Moving away from Wraysbury after more than 40
years was a huge wrench for Linda. Even more of a
wrench was leaving the Wraysbury Players in which
she had been involved for all of those years.

In January 1983 I was asked by the then producer,
Mavis Froud, if I would help out backstage at the
Players second ever pantomime, The Wizard of Oz! It
was here that I first met Linda, who was playing the
role of the Wicked Witch of the West, complete with
all of the usual witch accoutrements: false hooked
nose, warts, spots and blacked out teeth!
I was smitten, not just with Linda but with the whole pantomime experience and a week
later I joined the group. During my twelve years as Chairman I directed Linda in a number
of plays where she always performed professionally. It has been my privilege to appear
alongside Linda on stage in numerous roles often as the idiotic comedy duo in pantomimes,
such as the Ugly Sisters in Cinderella.
Over the years Linda has appeared as my wife, my girlfriend and
my executioner! The photos above are from Mother Goose (1996)
where we played Catchem and Skinnem, Linda as Pong in Aladdin
and Linda’s final performance in this year’s Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs as Fairy Wonderwings alongside Tamasine Martin.
Linda will also be remembered for playing Mimi in ‘Allo!, ‘Allo!
(left) and of course for her definitive portrayal of Geraldine
Granger aka The Vicar of Dibley (below).
We are sure that having moved to pastures new near Worcester, she will soon be
gathering a whole new flock of like minded souls. A dedicated member, Linda will be
missed along with her good humour and her ability to coax the best out of those she
appeared with. She is now out of sight but will never be forgotten.
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PUZZLE CORNER – ANSWERS

Summer Quiz
1. A swan
2. 1974
3. 2008
4. 1922
5. 1997
6. 1963
7. 1847
8. King John’s Hunting Lodge
9. 1974
10. 1157
11. Shergar
12. Mount Fuji
13. Ford Model T
14. 8
15. Pat Taaffe
16. John Logie Baird
17. Ralph Vaughan Williams
18. Mason Williams
19. Alcatraz Island
20. Iberia

Brain Teasers
1.
7 Wonders of the Ancient World
2.
1,001 Arabian Nights
3.
12 Signs of the Zodiac
4.
54 Cards in a Deck (with the Jokers)
5.
9 Planets in the Solar System
6.
88 Piano Keys
7.
32 Degrees Farenheit at which Water Freezes
8.
18 Holes on a Golf Course
9.
90 Degrees in a Right Angle
10.
200 Pounds for Passing Go in Monopoly
11.
3 Blind Mice (See How They Run)
12.
4 Quarts in a Gallon
13.
24 Hours in a Day
14.
Snow White and 7 Dwarfs
15.
57 Heinz Varieties
16.
11 Players in a Football Team
17.
29 Days in February in a Leap Year
18.
64 Squares on a Chess Board
19.
10 Events in a Decathlon
20.
101 Dalmations
Cryptic Sweets
1. Snickers
2. Quality Street
3. Mint Imperial
4. Mars Bar
5. Smarties
6. Polo
7. Treets
8. Roses
9. Dolly Mixtures
10. Matchmakers
11. Chocolate Buttons
12. Jelly Tots / Babies
13. Wispa
14. Double Decker
15. Opal Fruits
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16. Twirl
17. All Gold
18. Lion Bar
19. Humbug
20. Drifter
21. Celebrations
22. Picnic
23. Milk Tray
24. After Eights
25. Bounty
26. Dime Bar
27. Candy Floss
28. Midget Gems
29. Blackpool Rock
30. Minstrels
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USEFUL TRAVEL INFORMATION
TRANSPORT CONTACT INFORMATION
Heathrow Airport

0844 335 1801

Gatwick Airport

0344 892 0322

Stansted Airport

0808 169 7031

Luton Airport

01582 405100

London City Airport

020 7646 0000 / 0088

Public Transport Information

0871 200 2233

traveline.info

National Rail Enquiries

03457 484950

nationalrail.co.uk

Eurostar

03432 186186

eurostar.com

Transport for London – TfL

0343 222 1234

tfl.gov.uk

TfL Congestion Charge

0343 222 2222

Train Times
Trains may currently be running to revised timetables so please check on
southwesternrailway.com or call 0345 6000 650

Please note that when buses replace trains the bus stop for Wraysbury is at
Old School Court and NOT Wraysbury Station.
Bear Buses 305
Staines to Poyle via Wraysbury & Horton
For full timetables go to bustimes.org/operators/bear-buses
Telephone: 0208 867 0617

Courtney Bus Services 2, 10, 10S & 11
Windsor, Datchet, Wraysbury & Horton to / from Heathrow T5
For all Courtney Bus timetables and information go to courtneybuses.com
Telephone: 0118 973 3486
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CHURCHES INFORMATION
Church
St. Andrew’s, Wraysbury

Email: Benta Hickley
Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury

Position

Name

Contact

VICAR

Rev. Colin Gibson

01784 481258

PCC Secretary

Benta Hickley

Parish Secretary /
Admin
Wardens

Benta Hickley
Tony Hermes

01784 391417

Parish Evangelist

Mike Miller
Mike Miller

01784 558972
01784 558972

Bell Ringers

Roger Lewiston

07973 725682

Choir / Organist

David Gamble

07929 441994

Annexe Bookings
Friends of St.
Andrew’s Secretary:
Little Lambs

Lesley West

07930 362403
01784 483845

@gmail.com

Website:
StAndrewsWraysbury.co.uk

St. Michael’s,
Horton

Becky Webb

07843 386585

Bereavement Support
Co-ordinator:

Vicar Colin

VICAR
Wardens

Rev. Colin Gibson
Angela Inger

01784 481258
01753 685145

Carolyn Wheeler

01753 682918

Email: Benta Hickley
Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury

Mary Townend

01784 481258

Parish Secretary /
Admin
Organist

Benta Hickley

Ian Harman

0208 894 6903

StMichaels-Horton.org

Crafty Church

Benta Hickley

07986 239269

St. Augustine’s, Datchet

FATHER

Fr. Frank
McAuliffe

Wraysbury Contacts

Peter Keating

01784 483308

Barbara Williams

01784 483503

@gmail.com

Website:

01786 917030 /
07444 284751

Email: Father Frank
fjcauliffe@gmail.com
Website:
StAgustines.org.uk
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONTACT DETAILS
Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead (RBWM)
General Enquiries

01628 683800

RBWM Out of Hours Emergencies (24 Hour Line)

01753 853517

www.RBWM.Gov.UK

RBWM Borough Councillors for the Datchet, Horton & Wraysbury Ward
Cllr. David P. Cannon

Cllr. Ewan C.W. Larcombe Cllr. Gary Muir

Cllr.Cannon@RBWM.Gov.UK

Cllr.Larcombe@RBWM.Gov.UK

Cllr.Muir@RBWM.Gov.UK

07976 881831

01753 544302

(None Declared)

4 London Road
Datchet
SLOUGH
Berkshire SL3 9JN

67 Lawn Close
Datchet
SLOUGH
Berkshire SL3 9LA

26 Beaulieu Close
Datchet
SLOUGH
Berkshire SL3 9DE

Parish Councils
Wraysbury Parish Council (WPC)

Horton Parish Council (HPC)

www.WraysburyParishCouncil.Gov.UK

www.HortonParishCouncil.Gov.UK

Meetings are held on the 3rd Monday of each
month, normally at 19:30 in the
Wraysbury Village Halls, The Green, Wraysbury,
TW19 5NA

Meetings are held on the 3rd Tuesday of each
month (except in August or December), normally
at 19:30 in Champney Hall, Stanwell Road, Horton, SL3 9PA

Chairman:
Telephone:

Mrs M Lenton
01784 482001

Chairman:
Telephone:

Freda Bovingdon
01753 682063

Parish Clerk:

Jane Clemance

Parish Clerk:

Benta Hickley

Email:

Info@WraysburyParishCouncil.Gov.UK

Email:

Clerk@HortonParishCouncil.Gov.UK

Telephone:

01784 482613

Telephone:

01753 686600
07957 588277

Postal
Address:

Clerk to Wraysbury Parish Council
℅ Acklam
Hill View Road
Wraysbury
Staines-upon-Thames
Middlesex TW19 5EQ

Postal
Address:

Clerk to Horton Parish Council
℅ Champney Hall
Stanwell Road
Horton
SLOUGH
Berkshire SL3 9PA

Clerk's
Address:

Benta Hickley
Clerk to Horton Parish Council
℅ 4b Bells Lane
Horton
SLOUGH
Berkshire SL3 9PW

(Personal
Visits By
Appointment
Only)
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(Home)
(Parish Mobile)

DIRECTORY OF CLUBS AND ORGANISATIONS
Organisation

Name

Tel. No.

Website / Email

AGE CONCERN
ANGELS PRE-SCHOOL

Sec. Mrs J Elderfield
Chair: Pam Gabriel
Jane DeCecco

01784 482864
01753685842
07944 848347

ART SOCIETY

Sec. Lesley West

07930 362403

ageuk.org.uk
pgabriel@live.co.uk
angelspreschool.co.uk
info@angelspreschool.co.uk
lesleywest125@btinternet.com

BADMINTON CLUB

Chair:Brian Holloway
Kim
Pam
Sec. Fred Parsons
Chair: Harold Hutt
Sec. Ken Keeble

01784 482419

brian@dhholloway.co.uk

Heron Lake

01784 483664

Sec. Tom Dibley
Grounds: David
Tooze
Karen Shefras

07775 587633
Pav: 01784 481134

LADIES BADMINTON CLUB
BOWLS CLUB
BOWLS (SHORT MAT)
BRITISH DISABLED WATERSKI
ASSOCIATION
CRICKET CLUB

DOWER’S GYM

01784 482395
01784 482545
01784 481490

07702 669396

DRAGON BOATS HURRICANES
WRAYSBURY DRAGONS

wraysburybowlsclub.co.uk
wraysburybowls@gmail.com
kenbkeeble@tiscali.co.uk
bdwwa.org
office@bdwsa.org
wraysbury.play-cricket.com
wraysburycc@hotmail.co.uk
dowersgym.com
office@dowersgym.com
hurricanes-dbc.com
wraysburyskiffandpuntingclub.com

FAIR (Summer)

Faye Bowerman

07788 975373

Fayejb1@outlook.com

FOOTBALL CLUB

Mark Foster

07788 413030

wraysburyfc.co.uk
info@wraysburyfc.co.uk

GIRLGUIDING
Rainbows, Brownies &
Guides
HISTORY GROUP

Giovanna Cochrane

07914 673278

giovanna.cochrane@btinternet.com

Tony Kimber

01784 483801

TonyKimber1@aol.com

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Pam & Ray Alletson

01784 482545

alletson@aol.com

JAZZ CLUB

01784 483452
0208 890 3324

MAGNA CARTA BOOK CLUB

Sec. Rosemary
Smith
Carole Mackie
Lesley West

07930 362403

micro500@btinternet.com
carole.mackie@tiscali.co.uk
wraysburyjazzclub.com
lesleywest125@btinternet.com

MEALS ON WHEELS

Janet Crame

01784 483528

janet@thegardenhouse.uk.com

NATIONAL TRUST

Runnymede

01784 432891

nationaltrust.org.uk

POP - IN

Polly Regan

PUMPKINS PRE-SCHOOL

Kellie Fairhall

01784 481817
07767 486023
07500 224115

SILVER WING SAILING CLUB

Website
General Enquiries
Training Dept.

runnymede@nationaltrust.org.uk

pumpkinspreschoolwraysbury.wordpress.com

silverwingsc.co.uk
enquiry@silverwingsc.co.uk
principal@silverwingsc.co.uk
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SWAN SUPPORT (Datchet)

Wendy Hermon

SWAN SANCTUARY (Shepperton)
TENNIS CLUB

01628 876336
07968 868172
01932 240790

swansupport.org.uk
info@swansupport.org.uk
theswansanctuary.org.uk

01753 842121

clubspark.lta.org.uk/
wraysburyltc
wraysburyltc@yahoo.co.uk
thameshospice.org.uk

Club: 01784

wraysburyvillageclub.com

wraysburyvillagehalls.co.uk

Chair: Ros Nockles

THAMES HOSPICE
VILLAGE CLUB & INSTITUTE

Pres. Alan Shillingford
Treas. Alan Ferguson
Sec. Steve Lewis
Asst. Sec. Jason Martin

VILLAGE HALLS

Chair: Glyn Larcombe

482155
Office: 01784
481989
01784 482254

VILLAGE TRUST (250 CLUB)

For Bookings call:
Mark & Jackie
Marilyn Ferguson

07838 220386
01784 482198

Christine Morgan

01784 482175

mccwnews@hotmail.co.uk

Janet Pugh

01784 483803

Frank Burry

01784 483383

wraysbury.archive@
wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk
wraysbury.magazine@gmail.co
m
frank.burry587@btinternet.com

Mark Foster

07788 413030

wraysburychristmasfayre@gmail.com

Sue Chapman

01784 483186

s.k.chapman@btinternet.com

WRAYSBURY WINE & SOCIAL
CLUB (formerly Magna Carta
Country Winemakers)
WRAYSBURY ARCHIVES

WRAYSBURY NEWS
WRAYSBURY COUNTRY
MUSIC CLUB
WRAYSBURY CHRISTMAS
FAYRE
WRAYSBURY PAROCHIAL
CHARITIES
WRAYSBURY SCOUT GROUP

WRAYSBURY PLAYERS

Group Scout Leader:
Andy Bouch
Scout Leader:
Gresham Peters
Cub Scout Leader:
Lucy Foster
Beaver Scout Leader:
Pam Morris-Hunt
Explorer Scout
Leader:
Stuart Ford
Chair:
Russell George
Nigel Handyside

WRAYSBURY & HORTON
VOLUNTARY CARE

wraysburyscouts@gmail.com
01784 483493
07747 765147

01784 665322
01753 687166

07738 662663
01784 481352
01932 247856
01784 482515

Please help keep this information up to date
Email: wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com
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wraysburyvillagetrust@btinternet.com

wraysburyplayers.com

EMERGENCY CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBERS
FLOOD WARDEN

07957 123 029

Dave Francis

01784 483 053

Floodline (24hr)

0345 988 1188

francisbld@hotmail.com

P
O Criminal Act
L
I
C Vandalism
E

In Progress

www.environmentagency.gov.uk

999

Reporting After The Event 101
In Progress

999

Reporting After The Event

101

Social Worker Emergency Duty Service
(24hr)

www.thamesvalley.police.uk

www.thamesvalley.police.uk

01344 786 543

(Personal / Family Problem Reaching Crisis)

Gas Leaks (24hr)

0800 111 999

Electricity Supply Faults (24hr)

105

Water Leaks (24hr)

0345 357 2407

www.affinitywater.co.uk

Sewer & Drain Emergencies (24hr)

0800 316 9800

www.thameswater.co.uk

BT Fault Reporting (24hr)

0800 800 151

www.bt.com/faults

Datchet Health Centre

01753 541 268

www.datchetdoctor.co.uk

Wraysbury Village Pharmacy

01784 482 430

Citizen's Advice - Adviceline (Mon – Fri, 09:00 –

03444 111 444

17:00)

www.citizensadvice.org.uk

Emergencies & Issues Dealt With By RBWM
Emergencies & issues such as - traffic lights not working, fallen trees, dangerous structure, missing
manhole covers or dangerous potholes, unauthorised tree felling, anti-social noise, street lighting,
emergency planning incidents, issues with council owned buildings, fly tipping etc.

RBWM Out of Hours Emergencies

01753 853 517

Noise Complaints (Out of hours)

01753 853 517

RBWM Services Available During Office Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday

09:00 – 19:00
10:00 – 19:00
09:00 – 17:00
11:00 – 14:00

RBWM Home Page:
RBWM Report it:

www.rbwm.gov.uk
www3.rbwm.gov.uk/report

Library and Resident Services

01628 683 800

Noise Complaints

Via Online form

Antisocial Behaviour

01628 683 800

(Office Hours)

Fly Tipping RBWM

01628 683 800

(Office Hours) or Via Online form

AS AT APRIL 2020
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First Point of Contact for Enquiries

DEFIBRILLATORS IN HORTON & WRAYSBURY
There are a number of defibrillators located around Horton & Wraysbury. Please note
that they are not necessarily available 24 hours a day.

Location

Tel. No.

Wraysbury Dive Centre, Station Road TW19 5ND

01784 488007

Wraysbury Village Halls, The Green TW19 5NA

01784 483240

The Perseverance, 2 High St. TW19 5DB

01784 482375

The George, 29 Windsor Rd. TW19 5DE

01784 482000

Wraysbury Primary School, 18 Welley Rd. TW19 5DJ

01784 482603

Wraysbury Post Office, 31 High St. TW19 5DA

01784 482477

Liquid Leisure, Horton Rd. Datchet SL3 9HY

01753 542500

Champney Hall, Stanwell Rd. Horton SL3 9PA (24 hours)

Dial 999 for access code

Dave Francis (Flood Warden)

07957 123029
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